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THE WORLD IN 2013: UNDER THE SHADOW
OF CONFLICT
The shadow of conflict still looms in many parts of the world: war, violence, suffering, hunger and
pain seem ever present. Experiencing direct violence, witnessing atrocities and fleeing from home
have a deep and long-lasting impact on children. War Child believes that children have the right
to grow up in peace, free from fear and violence. We have been and will continue to be present in
areas affected by conflict, particularly where children are the most vulnerable to its devastating
consequences. With the right support, children can build their resilience and overcome their conflictrelated experiences, becoming agents of peace and breaking the cycle of violence. Children’s resilience
in the face of adversity continues to inspire and motivate our work.
War Child programmes in 2013
In 2013, War Child implemented projects focusing on the children and communities most affected
by armed conflict. We substantially scaled-up our emergency response activities for Syrian refugee
children in Lebanon. In eastern DR Congo, we initiated projects in communities affected by recent
fighting, moving our operations into more instable and insecure areas. In Colombia we consolidated
our work to focus on the country’s most war-affected departments.
Results
In 2013, more than 310,000 children actively took part in War Child’s projects in 10 conflict-affected
areas worldwide. We protected them from violence, provided them with psychosocial support,
facilitated their access to quality education and enabled them to participate in decision-making that
affects them personally. We also enabled parents and other caretakers in the lives of children to fulfil
their responsibility towards children, positively interact with them and give them the support they
need to develop to their full potential. More than 103,000 adults participated in our projects in 2013.
Thanks to the great support of our constituency, in 2013, War Child was able to increase its income
by 7.6% to € 24.4 million increasing funding for project activities by € 2.0 million.
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CHAPTER 1: WAR CHILD
Statutory details
Name: Stichting War Child
Address until September 2013: Van Ostadestraat 149, 1073 TK, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Address from September 2013: Helmholzstraat 61g, 1098 LE Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Legal status: Foundation
Worldwide, Stichting War Child constitutes one legal entity.
Our country operations are part of this entity.
Since its establishment, War Child has made an essential and lasting impact in the lives of children
and young people affected by armed conflict. Every year our projects help hundreds of thousands
of children affected by armed conflict regain their sense of confidence, restore their outlook on the
future, and feel safe again. Children participating in our projects play and have fun together, learn
new skills, and develop.
What we believe
We believe no child should be part of war. Ever. Children have the right to grow up in peace, free from
fear and violence. To develop their full potential and become the person they want to be. Together we
can change the future.
What we aim for
War Child makes a lasting impact by protecting children from violence and providing psychosocial
support and education. We unleash children’s inner strength with our creative and involving approach.
We inspire as many people as we can to participate in our cause.
What we want
War Child’s ambition is to reach beyond its own limitations by actively collaborating and sharing its
approach with as many other organisations working with and for children in conflict areas as possible.
Through collaboration, War Child will not only be able to reach more children, but will also be able to
reach children who would be otherwise ‘unreachable’.
What we are
War Child is an independent and impartial
international non-governmental organisation
investing in a peaceful future for children affected
by armed conflict. War Child empowers children
and young people while enabling adults to bring
about positive and lasting changes in children and
young people’s lives. War Child supports children
regardless of their religion, gender, ethnicity or
social backgrounds or gender.
Our aim
War Child’s Articles of Association officially state our aim and funds.
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1.1 PARTICIPATION
War Child believes that children themselves should play a central role not only in shaping our
programming, but also in decision-making in their families, schools, communities and government.
War Child empowers children and young people to express their views and encourages the adults
around them to take those views seriously, including our staff and partner organisations. In this way,
children can influence decision-making that affects them and realise changes in their lives.
Change through child participation
War Child strongly believes that the meaningful participation of children and young people is crucial
in achieving positive change. Children are the experts on their own lives, and have a role to play in
bringing about the change they want to see. By involving children and encouraging adults to take
their views into account, we empower them to unleash their inner strength and make a positive
contribution to rebuilding their communities. Children are War Child’s main target group. We
make every effort to facilitate their participation in every aspect of our programming because our
responsibility is, first and foremost, to children.
Change through collaboration
Building friendships is part of War Child´s DNA. The expertise and support, both financial and in
kind, provided by the people around us enable us to achieve our goals better, more efficiently, and
on a larger scale. War Child’s programmes are realised thanks to the great contribution, commitment
and efforts of our supporters: individuals, schools, clubs, organisations, companies, local partners,
foundations, governments and institutional donors.
We are, once again, proud to share the results of our work through an innovative online annual report,
put together free of charge by our partner F19. Those interested in our work can easily find answers
to their questions on the homepage and in-depth information in the specific site pages. Info graphics,
images and films, help make the information accessible and transparent. An integrated social media
approach and the possibility to ask questions, allows readers to follow and participate in discussions
about the report. We developed this website to be suitable for areas with limited internet access.
Change through open communication
Yes, we are open. But we can improve. Every year we take another step to improve our
communication with our constituency. To this end, War Child will focus on real time reporting and
open data in the coming years, which will allow anyone to access up-to-date-information about our
projects at any time. We believe that open data will ultimately improve the quality, effectiveness and
efficiency of our work. In addition to communicating through storytelling and a transparent annual
report, in 2014 we will work on publishing regularly updated open data to:
•
•
•
•

show how our money is spent;
show the location and scale of our work;
be compliant with IATI worldwide open data standards, and;
communicate more transparently with all our stakeholders.
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1.2 OUR PARTNERS
War Child collaborates at local, national and international levels with non-governmental organisations,
companies, state and other non-state actors.
As an international organisation that aims to make impact based on the real needs of children and
young people in conflict affected areas, War Child interacts with a wide range of organisations in the
countries where we work. For example, War Child actively seeks collaboration with organisations
that offer services complementary to our own, such as vocational training to improve the economic
prospects of young people. We also work to develop the programming and organisational expertise
and capacity of the partner organisations with whom we collaborate on project implementation.
International networks
War Child actively participates in and contributes to international networks and working groups, such
as Keeping Children Safe (KCS), the Child Protection Working Group, the Inter-Agency Network for
Education in Emergencies (INEE), Watchlist, and the Focus Group on Children and Armed Conflict, for
example. Our participation in these networks and groups contributes to:
• the exchange of knowledge, experiences and 		
learning, particularly in the key content areas
of our programming;
• developing international guidelines and 		
standards to improve the quality of our 		
programming and programming throughout
the sector;
• positioning ourselves internationally 			
and staying up to date with international 		
developments in the sector.
Here you can find an overview of the international networks in which we participate
Implementing partners
In 2013, War Child spent € 5.0 million on projects that were implemented by partners. This amount
includes partner projects funded through the MFS II grant (€ 1.2 million) and Right To Play (€ 0.9
million).
War Child works with a wide variety of partner organisations including community-based
organisations, youth groups, local NGOs, and schools and government institutions. War Child enters
into agreements with partner organisations based on the deliverables each party will bring to a
project, including each party’s role in monitoring the project on finance, administration, activities,
outputs and overall project quality. Another essential element of partnership agreements is adherence
to a Child Safety Policy, either the organisation’s own, which must meet international standards,
or War Child’s. Evaluations are conducted at the end of each project, and, when appropriate, also
at mid-term. Overall, War Child’s relationships with its partner organisations, including complaints
procedures, are governed by War Child’s partnership policy.
If a partner organisation performs below expectations, an assessment is made to identify areas and
steps for improvement. If necessary the project and/or the relation with a partner organisation may
8

be terminated. This happens rarely, however, as we strive to carefully assess the capacity of potential
partner organisations before entering into partnership agreements.
Local partners
War Child partners with local organisations in all of the countries in which we work. In 2013 we
cooperated with approximately 67 local partners. Working with local organisations increases the
efficiency of implementation, facilitates strong links with local communities and allows projects
to reach areas that we would not be able to reach on our own. The type of support that War Child
provides to our partner organisations depends on their technical and organisational capacity and
expertise. War Child will provide funding and technical support and exchange, for instance by
training the staff of the organisation in our methodologies. Working with local organisations and
strengthening their capacity also contributes to sustainability as these organisations will continue
implementing programmes for children well after War Child exits the country. In countries like
Colombia, the occupied Palestinian territory and Sri Lanka, War Child-supported projects are
completely implemented by local organisations. Other country programmes comprise a mix of partnerimplemented and self-implemented projects.
Right To Play
In 2013 War Child began implementing a project in partnership with Right To Play in the occupied
Palestinian territory, combining the expertise of both organisations. The project provides psychosocial
support and protection through sports, games, and creative life skills activities in child friendly
spaces for children in areas of Gaza and the West Bank particularly affected by the conflict. An
important aspect of the project is training youth leaders to act as role models and support and
promote the well-being of children. Using this approach, disenfranchised youth develop leadership
skills and positively contribute to the development of their communities.
IRC
The International Rescue Committee (IRC) and War Child began implementing a joint project in
Burundi to promote the well-being and improve the protection of children in conflict affected
communities. The project supports local child and youth clubs and Child Protection Committees
to work towards preventing violence against children and to develop appropriate responses to
child protection incidents. Children and young people participate in and lead advocacy at the local,
provincial and national levels, and participate in psychosocial life skills and business skills activities
to improve their future prospects.
Conn@ct.Now!
In 2010, War Child was awarded a substantial long-term grant from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Netherlands (MoFA) for the Conn@ct.Now! programme under the MFS II funding line. The
programme is a collaboration between War Child, Child Helpline International, Free Press Unlimited,
TNO and T-Mobile, combining their strengths to support children and young people in Burundi,
Colombia, South Sudan, Sudan and Uganda. Conn@ct.Now! supports the realisation of children’s
rights to education, protection and psychosocial well-being by using innovative Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) and Media. An evaluation of the Connect.Teaching project, which is
part of the Conn@ct.Now! programme in South Sudan, can be found in Effects on the lives of children.
Every year we monitor the outcomes achieved by the Conn@ct.Now! programme in the five
participating countries. Focus group discussions, surveys, interviews and participatory exercises with
children and adults are used to gather evidence on the progress the programme is achieving towards
9

outcomes in education, child protection and psychosocial well-being. The findings are then scored on
outcome progress cards to document the project’s progress. Findings for the 2011-2013 period will be
submitted to the MoFA in the Conn@ct.Now! Outcome Monitoring Report on 30 April 2014.
Institutional partners
Institutional funding has become increasingly important for War Child over the past five years.
Institutional donors not only provide essential income to the organisation, they are also key
partners in advocacy, innovation, and programme development, bringing in expertise and knowledge
that complement War Child’s work. Grants from institutional donors now represent 52% of total
programme funding. In 2013 War Child’s received an increasing number of grants for emergency
projects from ECHO, UNHCR, UNICEF and OCHA.
European Commission funding
War Child’s strong relationship with the European Commission (EC) continued in 2013, with a total
of ten grants from both the Humanitarian Office as well as through local in-country EC delegations
running in seven countries. As this report was written, four additional grants started, with another
two expected in the first half of 2014. The grants support projects focusing on, for example, enabling
children to speak out on their rights, providing emergency education in fragile environments,
supporting working children to go back to school, improving the protection of children from abuse,
violence and neglect through improved local protection mechanisms, and enhancing children’s
resilience in conflict-affected areas.
Government cooperation
In November 2013, War Child applied for the Strategic Partnership for Protracted Crises with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Along with seven other organisations War Child was selected to join
the partnership in early 2014. The partnership will focus on the Great Lakes Region (Burundi, DR
Congo and Uganda), where we will work to increase the resilience and future prospects of children
and young people through improved protection, increased access to basic education and vocational
training, and increased opportunities for participation, contributing to peace and stability in the
region. The partnership includes a grant of € 3.75 million over three years.
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Dutch Postcode Lottery
Since 2010, War Child has been able to reach
thousands of children thanks to yearly contributions
and structural support from the Dutch Postcode
Lottery, the largest charity lottery in the Netherlands.
The lottery’s contribution is unique because it is not
only structural, but also flexible; we can determine
the use of these funds ourselves, based on our
expertise and the needs identified in the countries
where we work. The Dutch Postcode Lottery provides
War Child with funding essential to the success of our
projects, for which the lottery’s continued fundraising
success is crucial. Overall, 50 percent of the lottery´s
proceeds are distributed to more than ninety charities
in the Netherlands and abroad.
A complete overview of our institutional partnerships
and grants can be found in the paragraph
Institutional fundraising
Corporate partners
War Child works to build strong, sustainable relationships with our corporate partners, a number of
whom have provided loyal support for a number of years. T-Mobile, for example, has supported War
Child for over ten years through annual contributions, expertise and product sponsoring. As a partner
in the Conn@ct.Now! programme, T-Mobile provides country projects with ICT expertise, and sponsors
telephones and network costs for our staff at our head office in Amsterdam. Furthermore, T-Mobile’s
loyalty programme (T-Mobile extra) and the GMS return plan initiate activities that generate money
for War Child, and their employees raise money for War Child through the ‘Dam tot Damloop’, and City
Pier City Run.
ASN Bank has committed to supporting our projects in DR Congo for the coming years. This support is
part of the bank’s ‘against arms’ theme, which new customers can choose to join. In addition to their
financial support, ASN Bank helps War Child screen new partners for potential ethical conflicts.
Tommy Hilfiger is another important partner who is actively involved in the work of War Child. The
organisation´s employees selected War Child as one of the partners of Tommy Cares. They chose to
support War Child’s emergency response program in DR Congo. Their support comes in many shapes
and sizes. For example, in 2013, War Child, along with a number of other charities, benefited from the
yearly sample sale.
Microsoft, Universal Media, Doom & Dickson, eFocus, Ampco Flashlight, United, Oseven, Branding
Office Furniture, Crown van Gelder, Merin, Echte Helden, Google and Cisco, in addition to a number of
other organisations, provide War Child with in kind donations. For example, in 2013, War Child’s office
move was sponsored by numerous companies who provided office equipment, chairs, lighting and
discounts on rent.
More information on the result of our corporate partnerships can be found in the paragraph Corporate
sponsors
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War Child International
War Child Holland is part of an international network together with War Child Canada and War Child
United Kingdom. The three foundations are also registered in several other countries for fundraising
purposes. The network’s goal is to improve the overall quality and efficiency of War Child’s work.
To that end, the organisations collaborated in projects in several field locations, but remain legally,
financially, and administratively independent foundations.
In 2013 good progress was made toward aligning the work of the different War Child organisations
in the field. For example, War Child UK contributes to War Child Holland’s response to the Syria
crisis in Lebanon, which has reached more than 50,000 Syrian children. War Child UK also started
a programme in Jordan for Syrian refugees, for which they pulled from the expertise and experience
gained by War Child Holland in Lebanon. The two organisations also decided to work more closely
together in Afghanistan, where War Child Holland will hand over its programme to War Child UK to
increase efficiency and decrease operational costs. Overall, War Child Holland and War Child UK are
working to foster further cooperation and align or hand over programmes wherever possible.
Together, War Child UK, War Child Canada and War Child Holland have developed guidelines for when,
where, and how the organisations should collaborate in the field.
Shared fundraising
We also cooperated with our counterparts in the UK and Canada, resulting in more efficiency (such
as shared office and overhead costs), joint applications for funding opportunities, joint advocacy
reports and other initiatives. War Child UK contributed approximately € 33,000 to War Child
Holland’s emergency response projects for Syrian refugee children in Lebanon. In Uganda, all three
organisations collaborated to implement grants from UNICEF and other donors. In addition, the three
organisations developed a joint project for South Sudan, funded by the IKEA foundation. Project
activities will start in 2014.

LESSONS LEARNT

s to more actively communicate
Increa sing efficiency would requir e the three War Child organisation
alignment in both progra mming
when developing their strate gic and annual plans, allowing for better
under the same name and logo,
and fundra ising. Although each of the War Child organisations work
on and advoc acy, which
they have different strate gies for fundra ising, progra mme implementati
number of times on how best to
can lead to tension. In 2013, War Child Holland and UK disagr eed a
unication may pose risks to our
communicate about issues key to our work, but about which , comm
cooperation , but the possibility
staff. These issues were resolved through open communication and
further develop War Child
that these disagr eements may recur remains. Work will continue to
ines, in 2014.
International, including the development of common operating guidel
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CHAPTER 2: OUR STRATEGY
At the end of 2009, War Child adopted a five-year strategy to guide the organisation in reaching and
supporting conflict-affected children as efficiently and effectively as possible. A mid-term review of
the strategy, including the organisation’s strategic objectives and outcomes, was conducted in 2013.
The review showed that many milestones had been reached - some even better than expected - but
also demonstrated that we need to refocus our work to the areas and children that are most affected
by conflicts.
In response, the organisation was led to reformulate its strategic outcomes until 2015, while keeping
our mission statement fundamentally unchanged: to provide the most relevant and effective support
to children in war affected areas, as close to conflicts as possible. Our targets for 2015 were
reformulated as follows:
• 410,000 children will have participated in activities, which aim to give them access to the 		
psychosocial support they need to strengthen their resilience, and develop essential social and 		
emotional skills.
• 620,000 children will have participated in activities aiming to protect them from abuse, neglect,
violence and exploitation.
• 458,000 children will have participated in activities aiming to provide access to high quality, safe
and inclusive educational opportunities that enable them to develop to their fullest potential.
• 12,000 children will have participated in activities that enable children’s meaningful participation
in decision-making that affects them, expressing their views freely and having them taken into 		
account.
The results on these objectives and outcomes of running projects can be found in the chapter Our
work

2.1 OUR STRATEGIC CHOICES
The strategic review conducted in 2013 led to the redefinition of the organisation’s strategic
objectives and the decision to develop a limited number of increasingly evidence-based core
interventions to achieve them, aligning our programming with international quality standards. War
Child’s core programming area, psychosocial support, will be integrated into all core interventions,
taking into account the lessons learnt from the evaluation study of the psychosocial life skills
methodology, I DEAL, in 2013, as well as lessons learnt from other project evaluations.
In 2013, War Child’s projects achieved good outcomes, while evaluations also identified valuable
lessons to further improve our programming, replicable models, and innovative projects. We also
revised and developed various new guidelines and training packages, including:
• Our psychosocial support life skills methodology, I DEAL, was reviewed based on the findings of a
three-year evaluation study and input from five country programmes. We also developed and 		
rolled-out ten ‘how to’ videos on the I DEAL exercises. More on the I DEAL evaluation can be found
here
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• In cooperation with Pi Research, a Dutch institute specialised in developing evidence-based 		
interventions for youth care and education, War Child in Lebanon explored the adaptation of the
I DEAL methodology for a younger age group of 6 to10-year-old children in emergency settings.
This adaptation will be further developed, tested and finalised in 2014.
• A two-level e-Learning course was developed and launched to introduce field staff to War Child
programming online.
• A training pack on Creative and Participatory Facilitation was tested in two countries (DR Congo
and Burundi), and finalised.
• Guidelines for the Identification, Referral and Support of Children in Need of Additional 			
Psychosocial Support (ISR Guidelines) were developed and finalised and are already in use in three
countries (oPt, Lebanon and Afghanistan). The guidelines are a necessary addition to develop more
extensive psychosocial support programming for children in conflict areas. Accompanied by a 		
training pack, they will enable field workers to develop their skills to provide tailored psychosocial
support and refer children to specialist organisations where necessary.
• A Child Friendly Space package was developed based on interagency guidelines and training.
War Child has already started developing a version of the I DEAL methodology for use in emergency
response situations. This methodology will be rolled out in 2014. War Child will be developing a new
results framework in order to report against our strategic objectives. The strategy review process
highlighted once more that replicable, standard models would allow for the better implementation,
monitoring and evaluation of projects. To this end, War Child will develop six core interventions
between 2014 and 2016 to support the implementation of quality programming. As War Child aims to
work closer to conflict, developing or adapting our interventions to emergency settings will be key.

2.2 MEASURING OUTCOME AND IMPACT
Planning, monitoring and evaluation (PME) in War Child takes place at project, programme and
organisational level. In 2013 we made significant steps in our PME strategy.
Planning
War Child’s global strategy and Programming Guidelines provide the framework for planning at
country level. Planning is led by the development of three- to five-year country strategies, which
are then operationalised through annual plans. These plans indicate how projects will work within a
country’s strategic framework to address the education, protection and psychosocial development
rights of children affected by armed conflict. All projects are developed using a logical framework,
outlining a clear purpose, planned activities, results, and measurable indicators. Monitoring and
evaluation plans are also developed for each project, specifying how and when baseline and
monitoring data will be collected and external evaluations will be commissioned. Lessons learnt and
best practices from previous projects inform all new plans.
Monitoring
War Child staff and partner organisations monitor the implementation of project activities and
capture the number of children and adults participating in activity reports. These output numbers
are entered into the central project administration system and compared with the outputs originally
planned for the project. If needed, target numbers are revised or extra activities planned in order
to reach the planned targets. We also increasingly monitor outcomes, or the changes in the lives
of participants, realised through our projects. Monitoring outcomes starts with collecting data
about the baseline or ‘before’ situation of the children and adults targeted by our projects before
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they start. Data collected at the mid-point or end of a project can then be compared to the baseline
situation, allowing for a measurement of the change that project participants have experienced.
Children contribute to monitoring through various creative and participatory evidence collection tools
integrated in War Child’s interventions. Project results each contribute to one or more of War Child’s
strategic outcomes in education, child protection and psychosocial support.
At both country and organisational levels, financial reporting takes place every three months and
narrative reporting every six months. Aggregated project outputs are reported every six months and
project outcomes every twelve months. Major deviations are flagged and addressed through project
revisions, determined in collaboration with line management.
Evaluation
War Child commissions external evaluations, which evaluate a project’s relevance, effectiveness,
efficiency, impact and sustainability, in addition to its adherence to quality standards. We reserve 3
to 5 percent of all project budgets for evaluation. Key findings and lessons learnt from evaluations
are shared in annual reports, and an online portal is developed to publish reports, summaries and War
Child’s commitment to follow-up on lessons learned.
Evaluations are usually conducted by external consultants who have expertise in child-centred
programming and/or PME, using evidence collection tools that enable the meaningful participation
of children in the process. Evaluations are generally conducted using a mixed-methods approach
that includes a desk study, questionnaires, interviews and focus group discussions with the children
and adults who have participated in the project as well as other key informants such as community
leaders. War Child recognises that by improving the quality of baseline date collection and outcome
monitoring in our projects, we can also improve the quality of evaluations.
Our responsibility
War Child takes its responsibility to ensure quality project design, implementation, and monitoring
and evaluation, in-line with our own quality standards and those developed internationally, very
seriously. We are also committed to identifying and communicating our contribution to the success
or failure of projects and to taking the steps required to follow-up on lessons learned. Where projects
are implemented by partner organisations, War Child’s responsibility extends to the selection of
capable partner organisations in line with our partnership policy and minimum standards, and
assessing the quality of their project design, implementation, monitoring and reporting. If needed,
we have a responsibility to support partners to improve project design before implementation begins
and to support them in project implementation, monitoring and reporting. War Child is responsible for
monitoring and evaluating partner projects, and to identify and communicate the extent to which we
have contributed to the success or failure of projects implemented by partner organisations.
Challenges
Indicators that accurately signify positive and long-lasting changes in children’s well-being can be
very subjective, difficult to quantify, and vary between cultures. To address these challenges, War
Child collaborates with other international non-governmental organisations (NGOs), universities, and
networks, such as the Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE), to further develop
instruments and tools to evaluate its programmes. In 2014, War Child will integrate internationally
accepted indicators and monitoring tools in its revised results framework and core interventions,
which are under development.
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The revised results framework will clarify the types of activities War Child will implement, the
outputs and short-term and longer-term outcomes we aim to achieve through these activities,
and how they contribute to our four strategic objectives. Targets will be set for all outputs, and
measurable indicators developed for all short-term and longer-term outcomes, which will be used
across the organisation and continuously monitored.
Also under development, the core interventions will include clear step-by-step instructions for quality
implementation, supported by resources such as training manuals and tools to monitor and evaluate
project results. This standardisation will facilitate and improve our M&E at project level, enable
aggregation of results at organisational level, and enable exchange and cross-organisational learning.
Furthermore a project approval committee will be put in place to review the quality of all new
projects. This process will improve project plans, and ensure that projects are clear and more
measurable and that there is agreement on how progress and results will be monitored.
Implementing monitoring systems in the field can be difficult. Registering data in a central system
is time consuming and requires training for project and partner organisation staff to ensure that
data gathered and entered is valid. In 2014, War Child will continue to provide training in planning,
monitoring and evaluation and will further simplify the way outputs and outcomes are registered in
our project administration system. To improve the data in the system, we will also make the system
more user-friendly, and improve feedback through continuous data analysis.
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2.3 FUNDRAISING POLICY
Like the Netherlands, many countries are planning to cut their development aid budgets as a
result of the economic crisis. Individuals and companies are also giving less due to their reduced
incomes. Charities have to compete for less money, and education and child protection projects
have to compete with ‘life saving’ interventions such as nutrition, shelter, and water for funding
from institutional donors. The situation necessitates innovative initiatives and a pro-active attitude.
Creativity has been at the core of War Child’s work since it was founded, and we apply this approach
in everything we do, including keeping the costs as low as possible, and fundraising by involving
and mobilising our Friends, network and community. While we believe in and rely on traditional
fundraising methods that have proven to be effective, we also want to inspire, surprise and motivate
people to join our cause while raising money.
More focus on education and child protection
Although donors make funding available for conflict-affected countries, funding for education and
child protection in emergencies remains limited despite the fact that the UN Secretary General
highlighted the negative effect of conflict on the Millennium Development Goal to send all children to
school by the end of 2015. Advocating towards donors to increase the funding they make available
for these sectors by demonstrating the devastating and long-term impact of conflict on the well-being
and education of children is urgent.
Spreading income risks
War Child does not want to depend on a limited number of income sources. In order to maintain
financial stability, we need to generate income from diverse sources and maintain a healthy balance
between structural income that we can rely on for several years and incidental short-term income.
Low-cost policy
War Child’s low-cost policy aims to ensure that as much money as possible is spent on our
programmes. Following this policy, we strive to gain sponsorship or donations for the production of all
materials and activities used for communication and fundraising. We closely monitoring, evaluate, and
adjust communication and fundraising activities to ensure that results justify the investment.
In accordance with our low-cost policy, we also aim to keep the percentage of our income spent on
fundraising activities as low as possible In 2013, mainly due to a decrease in own fundraising income
as well as to an increase in fundraising staff at our head office, the percentage of costs/income
increased to 18.7%. Although this is below the maximum set by the Central Bureau for Fundraising
(CBF) of 25%, it is above our internal target of 15%. War Child has taken measures to gradually
decrease this ratio back to below 15% in the foreseeable future.
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CHAPTER 3: OUR WORK
In 2013, more than 310,000 children actively participated in activities implemented by War Child and
our partner organisations in ten conflict-affected areas worldwide. These activities aimed to protect
children from violence, provide them with psychosocial support, facilitate their access to quality
education, and enable them to participate in decision-making that affects them.
Refocus on most conflict-affected communities
War Child works in conflict and post-conflict areas. Over the past few years our work in post-conflict
areas grew, pulling the focus away from active conflict areas. However, during the review of our fiveyear strategy at the beginning of 2013, we reconfirmed our commitment to work with children and
communities most affect by conflict and began working to move closer to these areas. In Lebanon,
we responded to the influx of Syrian refugees using a tailor-made response programme focusing on
providing psychosocial support and education activities in child friendly spaces. In the South Kivu
province of DR Congo, we expanded our project areas to include communities caught between the
continuous violence and fighting between armed groups and the Congolese Army.
In South Sudan, once restarted, our regular project activities expanded to respond to the needs
of children displaced by the recent conflict that flared up in December. We also developed a
comprehensive projects focusing on catch-up education and youth vocational training in Jonglei state,
one of the areas most affected by the decades of conflict between Sudan and South Sudan. The area
suffers from entrenched poverty, on-going civil unrest, sporadic conflict over basic resources such
as land, food and water, and the almost complete absence of basic services like health and education.
Unfortunately, the project has been postponed due to the recent violence in the area, and may be
relocated to another state if Jonglei remains unstable.
The power partnerships
War Child has been working in partnerships with other organisations and institutions for many
years, with the goal of complementing and strengthening each other’s programmes to achieve better
outcomes for children. In the occupied Palestinian territory, War Child works together with Right To
Play to empower youth leadership and provide psychosocial support to children through creative and
recreation activities through the ‘You Lead’ project funded by the Dutch Postcode Lottery. Within the
framework of the Conn@ct.Now! programme, we continued our work together with TNO, Free Press
Unlimited, T-Mobile and Child Helpline International.
An overview of our most relevant partners is provided in the paragraph Our partners
Country portfolio developments
After exiting Sierra Leone and starting-up in Thailand along the border with Myanmar in 2012, no
countries were added to War Child’s portfolio in 2013. Instead, focus was placed on growing within
our existing country programmes. Due to budgetary constraints, the start-up of the Thailand/
Myanmar border programme was suspended at the end of 2013. This decision doesn’t imply that
working inside Myanmar in areas affected by internal conflict is off the agenda for the coming years.
In response to the Syria crisis, War Child used its presence in Lebanon to set-up an emergency
response programme for Syrian refugees. We also applied for registration to be able to officially work
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inside Syria. At the same time, War Child Holland collaborated with and provided technical support
on creative methodologies to War Child UK, who began implementing emergency response projects
for Syrian refugees in Iraq and Jordan. In Afghanistan, War Child UK and War Child Holland started to
work towards one joint mission, thereby improving the efficiency and relevance of both organisations.
Due to increasing difficulties in accessing the regions where War Child supports local partner
organisations in Sudan, the decision was made to downscale and close the country programme, which
should be finalised in the first half of 2014.

3.1 ANALYSIS AND PARTICIPATORY PLANNING
Analysis and participatory planning processes took place at different levels, including:
Syrian children’s perspectives
War Child facilitated a Child Rights Situational Analysis in Syria to better understand the impact of
the conflict on children and ensure that children’s perspectives inform humanitarian actors’ response
plans for Syria. The report contains data and analysis collected by researchers through focus
group discussions with 391 Syrian children, as well as direct quotes and reflections from children
themselves. The report concludes with a set of recommendations for humanitarian actors to ensure
that children’s perspectives are taken into consideration. War Child will continue to expand our
support services for Syrian children
from our Beirut office, using the
CRSA as a basis to better understand
the situation and needs of children
inside Syria as well as those of Syrian
children who have fled to Lebanon
and neighbouring countries.
New projects
Thorough analysis and project
planning processes were undertaken
for twenty-eight new projects in
seven of our programme countries
that received funding from
institutional donors in 2013. During
the development of the ‘Protection of children and young people affected by armed conflict in South
Kivu’ project in, for example, field assessments were carried out through interviews and meetings
with children, parents, teachers, representatives from NGOs and local organisations, and authorities
and local leaders. The assessment gathered information about child protection issues, helping us
identify existing risk and protective factors and the existence and effectiveness of structures and
mechanism working to prevent and respond to child protection risks.
Child protection assessment
In 2013, War Child conducted a child protection assessment and a child participation baseline in
Central and Eastern Equatorial States in South Sudan, which informed War Child’s child protection
work in the country. The assessment was conducted in seven communities, from which seventy
children and eighty-five adults provided input during workshops, focus-group discussions and
interviews.
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Partnership for Peace
The child-led baseline for our Partnership for Peace project in South Sudan and DR Congo assessed
knowledge on child participation, existing platforms for participation, acceptance of and obstacles
to child participation, child protection risks, and community-based child protection services and
monitoring mechanisms. In nineteen randomly selected communities, 686 children were trained to
collect data through a questionnaire. They interviewed 1,992 children and 685 adults. In addition,
ten to fifteen children and adults per community participated in focus-group discussion on the child
protection situation in their communities and on caregivers’ support.
Community-based projects
War Child implements community-based projects in Burundi, Uganda and DR Congo. In participatory
needs assessments at the start of each of these projects, the communities identified challenges
and opportunities that positively or negatively impact the protection and well-being of children.
The communities then developed action plans to improve the protection and well-being of children
and implemented them with support from War Child. In Burundi, we started working in twelve new
communities (collines) in 2013; twenty-five children, youth and adults represented each community in
the development of the community action plans.
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3.2 MONITORING
In all our projects, we monitor whether activities are implemented, if people are participating in the
activities and if these activities lead to the desired outcomes for our target groups, or in other words,
if the activities generate positive change in the lives of children and adults who participate in them.
Some examples of our monitoring activities in 2013 are listed below.
Measurable outcome indicators
Most of our projects funded by institutional donors include measurable indicators and sources
of verification to enable the monitoring of outcomes, in which we involve the children and adults
participating in our projects. In 2013, project outcomes were monitored using classroom observation
tools, by collecting the test results of students in schools, and by conducting surveys to capture
developments in knowledge about child protection and the use of child protection services. We also
recorded referrals and follow-up activities on child protection cases, we reflected with children on
progress towards their personal goals, we used resilience questionnaires to monitor psychosocial
development, and we conducted numerous interviews and focus group discussions.
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Outcome monitoring tools
We developed elaborate outcome monitoring tools for our innovation projects and even involved
external parties in the monitoring processes. Innovation projects consist of a number of trial phases,
and decisions to proceed to the next phase of the project are based on the results of thorough
monitoring. The six-week pilot of the ‘e-learning Sudan’ project involved sixty-six children in three
remote villages, and a control group of twenty children was set-up in a fourth community. Children in
all four locations participated in oral mathematics pre- and post-tests to assess their progress.
Integrating monitoring
Where possible, we integrate monitoring activities into our methodologies. The I DEAL methodology
includes various monitoring tools to collect feedback from participating children. In 2013, this
feedback resulted in adaptations to the I DEAL methodology, and was used in Lebanon to adapt the
methodology to emergency contexts.
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War Child is still building its experience in outcome monitoring. One of the main challenges is
finding ways to aggregate outcome-monitoring data at the organisational level to measure progress
toward the organisation’s strategic objectives and learn about the effectiveness of our approaches.
The quality of outcome monitoring is very dependent on the quality of planning. As indicated
previously, the quality of project plans, especially those of our partner organisations, leaves room for
improvement. War Child has a responsibility to support its partners in developing project plans that
include clear outcome indicators that can be measured. To improve planning and monitoring, War
Child has set-up a cross-organisational project approval committee that will assess the quality of new
projects in 2014.
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3.3 EVALUATIONS
In 2013, eleven donor-funded projects were completed, two of which have already been externally
evaluated. An external evaluation of a third project in Uganda, which finished at the end of 2013,
has been planned for the first quarter of 2014. Another five projects in Sudan that were completed
in 2013 have not yet been evaluated externally, but are scheduled to be evaluated as part of the
country programme evaluation that will be conducted before the closure of the Sudan programme in
May 2014. Three other projects completed in 2013 will be internally evaluated. Overall, 73 percent
of finalised donor-funded projects will be externally evaluated, representing 83 percent of the total
budget for donor-funded projects.
As planned, War Child also commissioned external evaluations on eight projects implemented by
our partner organisations in 2013. Four projects were evaluated in Colombia, all of which are part
of the broader Conn@ct.Now! programme, and two in the occupied Palestinian territory. In some
cases projects were evaluated to assess the quality of new partner organisations, in other cases to
assess the alignment of the projects with War Child’s recalibrated strategy. In addition, the planned
external evaluation of the programme in Sri Lanka began in December 2013; the report is expected in
March 2014. The internal evaluation of the Performing for Peace methodology used in two projects in
Lebanon also started in December, but has been delayed for security reasons. You can find these two
evaluations here.
Short-term donor grants for the emergency projects in Lebanon ended in 2013, but the projects will
continue through funding by additional grants in 2014. An internal evaluation of the emergency
projects was started by War Child’s Lebanon team in December 2013, but has been delayed for
security reasons.
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3.4 PROJECT RESULTS IN 2013
To have a sustainable impact on children’s lives, War Child works not only with children, but also
strengthens the capacity of important actors in the lives children. We enable parents and caregivers,
teachers, social workers and local authorities to fulfil their responsibility towards children, positively
interact with them and give them the support they need to develop to their full potential. In 2013,
more than 103,000 adults participated in awareness raising activities, workshops on child rights and
child development, or in technical skills trainings such as child-centred teaching.
In 2013, a total of 413,398 people (3 percent
more than planned), of which 75 percent
were children, actively participated in our
activities. As planned, the total number of
active participants was lower than in 2012 (15
percent decrease). This is due to a decreased
focus on numbers and an increased focus on the
quality and effectiveness of our projects: more
activities with the same children result in better
psychosocial development, protection, education
and participation outcomes for the children
involved.
Indirect reach
Some of our activities for children and adults are
designed to indirectly benefit a large number of
children. For example, a class can benefit from
a trained teacher and a youth club from trained
youth leaders. Large audiences of children can
also be reached indirectly through campaigns
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and radio programmes. For these types of activities, we make a calculated estimate of the number of
beneficiaries indirectly reached. In 2013, we estimate that we reached 1,117,009 children indirectly.
Our estimation is much more conservative than that of 2012, as we conducted fewer public campaigns
and media actions in 2013, in part due to the fact that we worked in more remote communities.
In 2014 and 2015, War Child will start using a new method to count the number of children and adults
that benefit from our projects. In addition to reporting on the number of active participants, beginning
in the in the 2016-2020 strategic period, our aim is to start counting the number of children and
adults from whom we have measured certain changes (outcomes) related to psychosocial well-being,
education, child protection, or child participation.
We will also place less emphasis on the estimated number of indirectly reached children because
estimations are unreliable. Estimating the number of children indirectly reached by our activities has
always been an attempt to capture the wider impact of our work. However, if we want to achieve
a certain outcome for the wider community, such as increased awareness of child rights or child
protection systems, we need to design specific interventions to achieve these outcomes and specific
indicators to measure them.
Reach per country
Per country, there are significant differences between the number of active participants planned
and the number of participants actually reached. The Lebanon programme reached 33 percent more
active participants than planned and almost 67,000 more children than in 2012, as operations were
continuously scaled-up to support the growing number of Syrian refugee children. In Sudan, we
reached 53 percent fewer active participants than planned and 34,000 fewer children than in 2012.
This is largely due to the fact that most of our operations in Sudan could only start in November
2013, as our partners struggled to obtain the necessary permission from authorities to begin
implementation.
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Reach per strategic objective
War Child reviewed its strategy and reformulated its four strategic programming objectives in 2013.
More on the revised strategy and objectives can be found in the chapter Our
Strategy. For the period 2011-2015, targets for the number of children that actively participate in our
project activities have been revised. The table below provides an overview of our progress towards
output targets for 2015.
In 2014, we will also start counting active participants in activities that enable the meaningful
participation in decision-making, which is a new strategic objective added as part of the recalibrated
strategy in 2013.

Reach per activity
Of the 310,000 children who actively participated in project activities, 26 percent took part in
coaching or mentoring sessions (7 percent more than last year). Of this group, 75 percent are children
participating in the Conn@ct.Now! project in Uganda.
We saw the biggest increase in the number of children that participated in recreational activities.
Of these children, 41 percent are Syrian refugee children in Lebanon. Because of the continuously
changing situation and tenuous security in Lebanon, our emergency project activities for Syrian
refugee children provide psychosocial support in a less structured way than our regular life skills
courses, and therefore fall in the recreation activities category. Our regular life skills courses (I DEAL
and BIG DEAL) and basic education training each accounted for 10 percent of all active participants.
We saw the biggest decrease in the number of children that participated in public campaigns and
media actions, in part due to the closure of our programme in Sierra Leone, in which campaigns where
an important part of activities. We also reached substantially less children through public campaigns
in DR Congo, as we moved our projects to remote and less populated areas.
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3.5 EFFECTS ON THE LIVES OF CHILDREN
Our evaluations, our research and increasingly our monitoring, provide us with evidence of outcomes,
or the positive changes that children experience in their psychosocial well-being, protection,
education and participation in decision-making that affects their lives, achieved through our projects.
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Some projects work towards one strategic objective, however, over the past few years they have
increasingly contributed to multiple strategic objectives through the integration of psychosocial
support, protection, and education programming into individual projects. This is a very positive
development and totally in line with the ambition formulated in the recalibrated strategy. We
believe integrated projects are more effective because outcomes in education, child protection, child
participation and especially psychosocial well-being are interdependent and reinforce each other.
The table below demonstrates how War Child has moved toward more integrated and comprehensive
projects over the last three years. The table presents the number of children that actively participated
in projects that work towards one of our strategic objectives (not integrated), in projects that
integrate protection and education programming but don’t include psychosocial support, and in
integrated projects that include psychosocial support. In 2013, there was a significant increase, from
44 to 60 percent, in the number of children reached by fully integrated projects, working toward
psychosocial support (PSS), child protection (CP) and education (EDU) outcomes

Below are a few examples of outcomes achieved by projects integrated to varying degrees. These
outcomes were identified and verified in external evaluations and research in 2013.
A peaceful future for children in (post)conflict areas - DR Congo
‘A peaceful future for children in (post) conflict areas’ is a project implemented in DR Congo with
funding from the Adessium Foundation. The project focuses on enhancing the protection and
education of children and young people whose education was interrupted because of conflict and
insecurity. The project provides non-formal education, literacy and numeracy courses, and vocational
training to children and young people and raises awareness on child rights and protection in their
communities. An independent mid-term evaluation undertaken in May and June 2013 looked at the
project’s relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability.
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Effects
Using sixty-eight evaluation questionnaires in four locations, in addition to thirty-one semi-structured
interviews and five focus group discussions with thirty-eight participants, the evaluation found that
the project focussed on the key issues affecting youth – illiteracy, poverty, behavioural problems and
economic exploitation – and engaged the community effectively to support them. The evaluation also
found that the community-based approach led to a reduction in administrative costs through, for
example, the use of local training facilities, and recommended the further development of this approach.
In addition, the evaluation showed that a large proportion of the youth participating in the project
had acquired literacy and numeracy skills and could make their first steps towards entrepreneurship.
As a result, they were able to meet their basic needs, were positively accepted by their community
and showed evidence of renewed self-esteem. The involvement of parents and community members
from the beginning of the project contributed to a relatively low dropout rate and the project’s
overall success, which has positively contributed to strengthening the coping strategies of children
and young people. War Child is implementing another project focused on strengthening local and
community-based child protection mechanisms in the same communities.
Child-led awareness raising on children’s rights – occupied Palestinian territory
The project ‘Child-led awareness raising on children’s rights’ in Gaza was implemented by War Child
partner organisation Shababik. This project, in which one hundred children were trained in child
rights and photography skills, was evaluated over two annual cycles in 2012 and 2013. Evidence was
collected by surveying fifty children per year, eight focus group discussions, progress reports and
semi-structured interviews.
Effects
The evaluation showed that as an outcome of the project, almost all children knew their rights
very well and were able to express their opinions freely using the skills they gained through the
participatory photography activities. According to the evaluation, the project’s added value lay in the
child-led awareness raising through the project website, Facebook page, photo exhibitions, a photo
spread in the newspaper, a documentary film and a photo book that was developed by Shababik staff
in consultation with the children who captured the photos. The project laid the groundwork for the
continued support of children to advocate for their rights through creative techniques.
Connect.Teaching – South Sudan
Connect.Teaching is an innovative project in South Sudan that aims to improve the quality of learning
in primary school classrooms. The project provides tablets containing instruction and curriculum
resources to teachers in remote or conflict-affected places, enabling them to access educational
resources previously unavailable to them. During the one-year pilot phase launched in June 2012,
selected teachers were equipped with tablet computers and supported with training. The evaluation
conducted in September 2013 collected data through a usage report from each tablet, a classroom
observation tool, review workshops, and interviews with children, teachers and teacher-trainers.
A baseline conducted in 2012 and an Early Implementation Report (Nov 2012) provided additional
information.
Effects
The evaluation found that the twenty-three teachers in eleven schools demonstrated improved
classroom teaching skills, benefitting children in targeted schools. However, more structured research
covering a larger number of trial schools is necessary to obtain more conclusive evidence. The
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evaluation also found that the introduction of tablet computer technology for educational purposes
in present day South Sudan was a feasible and sustainable option worth pursuing, and provided
some valuable lessons to further improve the project in the next phase. These included appointing
a dedicated programme coordinator, providing more training for teachers on how to use the tablets,
further embedding the project within government structures, and revising the technology.
E-Learning – Sudan
The e-Learning Sudan project is another innovation project that showed promising outcomes in 2013.
The project uses a specially designed computer game to bring alternative learning opportunities to
Sudanese children who are excluded from traditional schooling. Through the use of web-based learning,
laptop computers, solar power, wireless technology and local and remote support, the project aims
to overcome the limitations of traditional schooling and inadequate resources and enable vulnerable
children to acquire the national Certificate for Primary Education. In 2013, review of a six-week pilot
period involved sixty-six children in three remote villages and a control group of twenty children in a
fourth community who participated in oral mathematics pre- post-tests to assess their progress.
Effects
Preliminary results show a significant increase in the test scores of participating children, from an
average of 19.4/60 on the pre-test to 38.4/60 on the post-test, an increase of nineteen points that
was not observed in the control group. All children in the three pilot groups scored better on the posttest, with the children who scored lowest on the pre-test making the greatest progress.
Psychosocial support for children affected by the wall in Bethlehem 2012-2013 – occupied Palestinian
territory
In 2013, War Child commissioned the evaluation of the ‘Psychosocial support for children affected
by the wall in Bethlehem 2012-2013’ project, in which 160 children participated in the psychosocial
life skills methodology I DEAL. The evaluation showed that the I DEAL methodology improved the
participants’ capacity to express their opinions, listen to others, and connect with their own desires,
preferences and personal goals, which significantly contributed to building their self-confidence.
Effects
During the evaluation, 90 percent of the children interviewed from the three locations affirmed
that the project benefited their relationships with their parents and classmates. Of the mothers
participating in Parents DEAL, 72 percent learnt how to better support their children through
improved communication or closer contact, for example, 14 percent better understand the needs
of their children, and 14 percent learnt the importance of spending free time with their children
and enjoy spending time with them. The evaluation concluded that the I DEAL and Parents DEAL
methodologies are highly relevant in the context of the occupied Palestinian territory.
Child protection - Colombia
In Colombia, an external evaluator reviewed the activities of four of War Child’s new partners within
the Conn@ct.Now! project: COCA, CECIDIC, Pastoral Social and Fundacion Talentos. The evaluation
included visits to six communities, the facilitation of five focus group discussions with children and
four with adults (including project staff, teachers and representatives of local authorities), in addition
to interviews with both children and adults.
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Effects
The evaluation concluded that all partners had a good understanding and analysis of the conflict
context in which they were working and the related protection risks for children. However, the
evaluation found no clear link between this analysis and the activities implemented as part of the
projects. The projects focused on relevant, pertinent, but stand-alone activities, such as life skills
training, ICT training, and developing communication products, but lacked a broader response to the
child protection risks identified.
The evaluator concluded that the organisations should take a broader child protection approach,
looking at developing children’s skills to protect themselves, strengthening (community-based) child
protection systems and advocating for better protection responses from local authorities. Adapting
this approach is especially important as these organisations are often amongst a very limited number
of organisations with access to these conflict-affected communities.
For example, the evaluation found COCA’s project to be a very relevant response to the psychosocial
needs of indigenous communities, but that activities should be complemented by advocacy and
cooperation with local authorities responsible for child protection (including psychosocial support) to
increase the sustainability of their work.
The evaluation results were discussed with each organisation during the design of their new project
plans for 2014. Using learning from the evaluation, War Child is supporting its partner organisations
to start building a clearer and broader child protection perspective into their projects.
I DEAL evaluation – South Sudan and Colombia
In 2013, War Child finalised a two-year research in South Sudan and Colombia assessing the extent to
which our structured life skills training methodology I DEAL is relevant to the local context, exploring
the effects of I DEAL on the children, and evaluating the effectiveness of the implementation (process
evaluation). In Colombia, 125 children took part in the research, while in South Sudan 122 children
participated, in addition to a number of parents, teachers and I DEAL facilitators. In both countries,
the evaluation gathered a large amount of qualitative data using participatory and child-friendly
methods. Findings from interviews and activities conducted with children and young people were
compared and analysed in the context of observations from facilitators, parents, and caregivers. In
South Sudan, teachers were also interviewed.
Effects
The findings indicated that I DEAL was perceived as a relevant intervention by local stakeholders, and
was consistent with local perceptions of (psychosocial) well-being. Children showed positive results
in achieving their ‘personal goals’, which they themselves set at the beginning of the programme.
Children in both Colombia and South Sudan showed positive results in the development of their social
and emotional coping skills, especially in their conflict resolution skills. They also showed improved
social relationships with their peers and with adults (parents, teachers or other key adults). In
Colombia, children demonstrated decreased levels of psychosocial distress after the intervention and
in South Sudan, improvement in children’s classroom performance was observed, particularly in their
concentration and participation, and in the collaboration between pupils in class.
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CHAPTER 4: RISK MANAGEMENT
Working closer to conflicts increases the risks to our projects and staff. To take our recalibrated
strategy forward, War Child will need to build capacity to implement emergency programmes in
highly insecure areas, including strengthening security and risk management.

4.1 OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Security incidents in 2013
War Child continuously monitors security risks, evaluates risk-minimising measures and adapts
security plans to changes in risk profiles in countries and contexts in which War Child operates. All
War Child’s country offices maintain close contact with local security networks to stay up-to-date
on the latest developments and incidents. Periodically, the mobility of War Child staff is significantly
hindered due to security risks.
The outbreak of violence in South Sudan in December 2013, forced War Child to temporarily suspend
all of its activities. Local staff stayed home and expatriate staff was evacuated from the country.
Originating as a political power struggle, the fighting divided the population along ethnic lines and
led to thousands of casualties and tens of thousands of internally displaced people and refugees.
Suspending activities meant that children participating in our projects missed out on psychosocial
support and education activities, while facing increased risk of being exposed to conflict violence
and recruitment. Expatriate staff were able to return to the country and project activities partially
resumed in early 2014.
The security situation in the eastern part of DR Congo also remains precarious and can affect the
accessibility of project areas at any time. In 2013, War Child’s project activities had to be suspended
twice and staff evacuated from remote areas due to violent confrontations between armed groups
and the Congolese army.
The security situation in Lebanon, particularly northern Lebanon, is also precarious and continues
to deteriorate as a consequence of the war in Syria. Although field visits to War Child’s projects in
northern Lebanon had to be suspended on several occasions, there was no major delay in project
activities.
In Sudan travelling restrictions severely limited accessibility to project areas, making it impossible to
reach the targeted number of children and young people. Security in Afghanistan remains unstable
and War Child maintains strict security practices there, including limited travelling, continuous
monitoring and close contact with the Afghan NGO Security Office.
Managing operational risks
War Child works in politically unstable areas. Changes in local government policies and political
relationships can form major risks to the continuation of local War Child programmes and may have
a significant impact on our ability to reach children and compromise the safety of staff members. To
manage these risks to the best of our ability, War Child analyses the political situation when selecting
countries and regions for new operations. Excessively risky areas will not be selected for new
operations. Where possible, War Child revises projects to adapt to deteriorating security levels, and
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gives precedence to the continuation of project activities over addressing politically sensitive issues
toward government authorities, which may put our work at risk. If our ability to work within our
mandate is severely limited, we will carefully assess the possibility of closing down our operations for
the short or long term.
Both risks related to security and risks related to accessing project areas remain real possibilities and
may have a significant impact on our ability to reach children and potentially compromise the safety
of staff members.
While it is impossible to guarantee complete security in conflict areas, War Child is committed to
managing risks to the furthest extent possible, and holds the safety and security of staff as its first
priority. In 2013 we continued to update our security plans. All expatriate staff is required to follow a
three-day security awareness course, which includes practical sessions on dealing with intimidation,
land mines and kidnapping, before starting their assignment. Refresher security trainings were
organised for the head office security team and for staff members who regularly travel abroad.
Experience in risk management is an important selection criterion for field managers, who also
participate in a security management course, if possible in country. Field staff is trained in local
security practices and to be aware of potential security risks.
War Child’s general security policy and guidelines form the framework for national security plans in
countries, which are monitored using security indicators aligned with those of local governments and
other local humanitarian organisations. Security plans regularly undergo an external audit, evaluating
plans to the local contexts and assessing how staff practically apply the plans. While all staff has the
responsibility to contribute to their own and the organisation’s safety and security, final responsibility
lies with line management: country directors in programme countries and the director of programmes
at head office.
Child safety
War Child is a member of Keeping Children Safe, a global membership network of organisations
striving to ensure children are safeguarded and protected from all forms of violence, abuse and
exploitation. Six child safety incidents related to War Child’s operations were reported in 2013 from
Burundi, DR Congo, the Middle East and the Netherlands. For reasons of confidentiality, it is not
possible to share more detailed information on these incidents or how they have been managed. The
implementation of child safety procedures is not yet up to standard in all countries, but is high on the
2014 agenda.
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4.2 FINANCIAL RISKS
Achieving War Child’s objectives for children affected by armed conflict requires multi-year financial
commitments. Income levels can fluctuate on a yearly basis, while at the same time, multi-year
programming obligations have to be fulfilled. War Child mitigates income risks by:
• Receiving income from various sources. Income is obtained from multiple sources including 		
individual donors, companies, foundations, the Dutch Postcode Lottery, institutional donors and
government bodies. Generating income for multiple, diverse sources, reduces the risk of a sudden
decrease in income.
• Ensuring the availability of flexible income in addition to earmarked income. War Child seeks a 		
prudent balance in earmarked and non-earmarked income. Earmarked funds have to be spent in a
specific country or project, but the availability of sufficient non-earmarked funds, allows War Child
to adapt quickly to changes at the country or head office level.
• Maintaining an appropriate continuity reserve. War Child’s continuity reserve complies with VFI
regulations and is reviewed and approved annually by the Supervisory Board using stress tests
simulating crisis situations. The reserve is adequate to ensure continuity even if sources of income
are lost or unforeseen expenses must be covered.
• Receiving structural income. Structural private donors donate via direct debit on a regular basis,
while corporate donors commit to War Child through multi-year contracts. Some institutional 		
grants are also for longer terms, such as the MFS II grant, which guaranteed funding over a fiveyear period (2011-2015). In this way, a proportion of War Child’s income is safeguarded over a 		
longer period, supplemented by fluctuating short-term grants and one-off donations.
• Strict and cautious treasury management. All of War Child’s income is deposited in accounts with
reputable banks. Funds deposited in instable project countries are kept at the minimum level
required to cover local working capital needs. War Child does not invest any of its income, 		
believing that it is inappropriate to speculate using funds donated by third parties.
Treasury risk
In order to reduce investment and foreign exchange risks, War Child adheres to a strict Treasury
Policy, which is approved by the Supervisory Board. In short, War Child does not take avoidable risk
with the money that it has been entrusted with by its donors, which needs to be available within a
short timeframe. For these reasons, neither long-term nor short-term investing with a speculative
character is appropriate for War Child and fall outside our mandate.
Only short-term investing in the safest short-term securities remains a possibility. To date, War Child
has not yet made such investments. Since its inception, War Child has never invested any money in
securities. During 2013, all of War Child’s available funds were deposited in accounts with reputable
banks. In 2013, War Child opened a savings account with ASN bank.
War Child aims to maintain its cash holdings in euro and in the Netherlands to the largest extent
possible. By the end of 2013, 77 percent of its funds were held in four Dutch banks (€ 6.7 million).
Most country offices have accounts in euro as well as in local currencies. War Child head office and
some project offices have bank accounts in US dollars to account for donor grants and expenditures
in US dollars.
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Continuity risk
In accordance with the Dutch Accounting Guidelines for fundraising institutions (RJ650), War Child
holds a continuity reserve to ensure a buffer allowing the organisation to function in the case of
adverse financial incidents.
War Child annually monitors the desired size of its continuity reserve based on risks perceived, which
is approved by the Supervisory Board. The risk analysis includes stress testing adverse events such
as a major security incident, or reputational damage resulting in stagnating income over the next
three years. The most recent analysis was performed in December 2013 and resulted in target level
continuity reserves of € 3.3 million to survive multiple incidents occurring in a period of one year, €
4.9 million to ensure continuity if multiple incidents last for two years, and € 5.7 million to cover a
period of three years of ongoing incidents.					
The continuity reserve at the end of 2013 was € 5 million, which, according to the risk analysis,
ensures continuity for the organisation over a period of two years of adverse incidents. This is
87 percent of the target level needed to cover the worst case scenario of three years of ongoing
incidents. War Child will gradually grow its continuity reserve and expects to reach the target level
for the worst case scenario within the next five years. War Child has chosen to take a number of
years to reach the target level to ensure that continuity reserve growth does not occur at the expense
of current programming capacity.		
						
War Child’s continuity reserve is in compliance with the demands of VFI as stipulated in its policy for
financial control of NGOs (‘Financieel Beheer Goede Doelen’). The maximum continuity reserve is 1.5
times the specified annual costs of the organisation. With annual costs of € 13 million, War Child’s
maximum continuity reserve would be € 19.5 million.
			
Integrity
War Child has gained the trust of the individuals, companies and other organisations that donate
money. This trust comes with a responsibility to ensure that the money is spent properly. In 2013,
War Child developed its Integrity Policy, which gives War Child staff and third parties clarity about
the integrity standards that everyone in the organisation is expected to adhere to. War Child also
organised sessions in each of its country offices and its head office to discuss matters of integrity,
such as misconduct, fraud, embezzlement and receiving gifts. Despite War Child’s many policies
and measures to ensure the best use of its funds, there is always the risk of a breach in integrity
standards, which would have financial implications as well as implications for War Child’s reputation
and credibility. War Child reduces the risk of such incidents occurring by:
• monitoring compliance to existing anti-fraud measures such as the segregation of duties, the 		
authorisation matrix, and procurement requirements through internal and external audits;
• using strict guidelines to assess and select partner organisations;
• a new financial system has been put in place in countries, which can be monitored from head 		
office, providing more control over budget management;
• conducting thorough background checks for all new employees before they are hired, and;
• continuously making staff, implementing partners and suppliers aware of the Integrity Policy, not
only by having them sign it, but also by organising discussions about relevant themes.
Three incidents of alleged fraud were reported in 2013. These reports were sent to our management
team at head office, who informed our external auditor. All three cases were locally investigated
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by independent external parties. One was verified and the employee involved was dismissed. The
financial impact of this fraud was not material. No evidence of fraud was found by our lawyer or
auditor in the other two cases (one for which the accusation was later withdrawn, and one involving
an anonymous email). Detection, awareness and anti-fraud measures, including the incident-reporting
process, have been strengthened in 2013.
Authorisation matrix
War Child’s authorisation matrix outlines the mandate of managers in head office and country offices.
In 2013, War Child developed and rolled out a new authorisation matrix, one of our main instruments
for internal control. War Child’s planning and control cycle consists of monthly checks and balances
as well as quarterly budget revisions. The quarterly results and budget revisions are discussed in
Supervisory Board meetings.
Minimum standards
War Child’s minimum standards provide a minimum quality framework for adherence across
the organisation. In addition, the standards provide clarity on ‘who does what’ and fill the gap
of previously missing checks and balances between countries and head office. All head office
departments and country offices report their compliance to the minimum standards to the
management team bi-annually.

4.3 REPUTATIONAL RISKS
Reputation is among a non-governmental organisation’s most valuable assets. Despite demonstrated
professionalism, transparency and legal compliance, a scandal in the media, a financial pitfall or a
security incident can seriously affect an organisation’s reputation or even the reputation of NGOs in
general. War Child’s reputation is a concept in the minds of the public, our partners, and donors; we
can influence it, but we cannot control it. Public debates about the efficiency and accountability of
other NGOs or the sector through (mass) media, including the sharing of opinions, attitudes and facts
through online and offline platforms, are, whether true or false, increasingly public and can easily
harm public trust. War Child chooses to participate in public debate through an open and transparent
communication policy.
Managing reputational risks
War Child actively safeguards its reputation by monitoring perceptions of the organisation through
annual quantitative research. The results are used to adjust either strategic or communication
decisions. The organisation monitors publications in off- and online media to guard against false
statements and, where appropriate, actively engages in public discussions or debates. We also review
interviews and other articles before they are published and ensure that corrections to inaccuracies
are published where possible. Other measures that War Child uses to safeguard its reputation include:
• War Child’s Child Safety Policy. All people who are involved in activities organised in the field and
the Netherlands sign our Child Safety Code of Conduct, reducing the risk of child safety incidents
and the subsequent repercussions for War Child’s reputation;
• contractually ensuring that the mission and vision of corporate sponsors does not conflict with 		
War Child’s mission and vision, and;
• ensuring that all communication about results is transparent, and also mentions failures and 		
lessons learnt.
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More on communication is found in chapter Communication and Advocacy
Developments that could potentially affect War Child’s reputation can also take place internationally,
beyond War Child’s control. A crisis team consisting of staff members from the programmes,
human resources and communications departments meets periodically and conducts simulations to
prepare for potential scenarios that could put War Child’s reputation at risk. War Child’s country
teams communicate actively and openly with local communities and authorities in an effort to be as
transparent as possible.
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CHAPTER: 5 OUR PEOPLE
While in the field, War Child’s staff works to empower children in areas affected by armed conflict;
internally, we work to empower our staff in their roles within War Child.
We work as much as possible with local staff in our country programmes, particularly when the
necessary skills and knowledge are available locally and where filling certain positions with local staff
does not present a security risk. In 2013, War Child employed staff from 15 different nationalities in
our country programmes. Senior positions were filled by 14 local employees and 32 expatriates, of
which 38 percent was male. On average, senior staff members remain in their positions over a period
of 3.8 years. In total we employed 327 employees in our country programmes in 2013.
War Child employs 77 full time equivalent (FTE) positions in our head office in Amsterdam. On
average, staff working in Amsterdam remains with War Child for 3.9 years. In 2013, head office
staff had an average age of 39, consisted of 34 percent men and 66 percent women and included 7
different nationalities.
Turnover
Staff turnover at head office was 23 percent, for expatriates at country management positions it
was 60 percent. This high turnover rate in 2013 had many different reasons. Employees who had
been with War Child for a long time sought new challenges elsewhere, and the dynamic nature
of our country programmes resulted in the annulment of some positions. In addition, a number of
temporary contracts were not prolonged due to budget constraints and a few employees left the
organisation due to underperformance or personal reasons. The high percentage of employees new
to the organisation initially hindered collaboration and relations between the different parts of the
organisation, but was addressed by organising introduction sessions for new staff and an inspiration
day. Departments and teams also increased their focus on briefing, integrating and managing new
employees, although this issue will still need attention in 2014. To balance the high turnover rate, War
Child was able to offer 17 percent of our in-country staff new positions in other countries, compared
to only 11 percent in 2012, which has proven an effective method of retaining talent and expertise
within the organisation.
Absence
In 2013, War Child met its target for absences due to illness at 4 percent, a decrease from 6 percent
in 2012. Some long-term illnesses cannot be resolved, but are being monitored well, and the shortterm illness that occurred was not related to demotivation or lack of management.
Volunteers
Volunteers and interns remained an important human resource for War Child, especially as a low-cost
organisation. In 2013, we planned to have approximately the same number of volunteers as in 2012,
which would enable the organisation meet its goals within the planned time and budget. Meeting the
target, in 2013, forty volunteers and nineteen trainees supported different departments at the head
office.
Volunteers and interns are selected through recruitment processes based on their qualifications
and expertise in comparison with the support needed. Volunteers who offer their services in an
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open application are taken into consideration, but hired if they will have a clear added value to the
organisation. The benefit of working with volunteers and interns is assessed in balance with the time
spent on integrating them into the organisation, the need to provide workstations for them, and the
costs of reimbursing travel expenses.
Like paid employees, volunteers are an integral part of War Child; they are informed on all
developments within the organisation and participate in all personnel activities. We aim to create a
dedicated team of volunteers, who commit for a longer period of time, and we are fortunate to have
volunteers who have been with War Child for several years and contribute valuable knowledge and
experience to the organisation. As the same time, we only work with part time volunteers so that
they can maintain a fair balance between their private lives and the time they spend at War Child.
For many volunteers, their time with War Child is a step on the career ladder, and we have also
hired people from our volunteer pool into paid positions. Some of War Child’s former employees also
continue to lend their time and expertise to War Child on a voluntary basis.
In addition to our volunteer pool, we have a network of approximately fifty voluntary spokespeople,
divided across five different regions throughout the Netherlands, each of which is led by a volunteer
regional coordinator. More information about volunteer spokespeople can be found in the paragraph
Events by others

5.1 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
To support the implementation of the recalibrated strategy, 2013 was used to ensure that War
Child had the best people in the right positions. Hiring a dedicated recruiter and a voluntary
recruitment team improved the quality and efficiency of recruitment processes, contributing to timely
communication with potential candidates, and our reputation as an employer.
VFI function and salary house
In 2013, we adopted the VFI function and salary house to benchmark our salaries and ensure that
salaries and job descriptions were in line with the NGO sector and professional field. In accordance
with our low-cost policy, we used the lowest salary base in the VFI salary house. The transition,
which included revising all job descriptions and implementing a new benchmarked salary system,
was a thorough process; all managers and employees were involved in the revision of their job
descriptions. The recalibration of the strategy also led to new roles, responsibilities and functions,
especially at head office; describing, weighing and plotting these new functions was made easier by
the transition to the VFI function and salary house.
New head office location
In October 2013, War Child’s head office moved into a new office building. The move not only lowered
our expenditures on rent, but also provided better facilities for War Child staff and external contacts.
Although not planned for 2013, the move fit with the Human Resources (HR) Department’s plans to
move towards flexible working space and facilitate activity-based working. The move was managed
within a very tight timeframe, but did require the time and energy of all head office employees.
Although the move to the new office was not without some initial challenges, such as interrupted
wireless service and a lack of closet space, it improved the overall working climate with more light,
less noise, better inside temperature and good accessibility, which was line with personnel feedback
inventoried through internal research. A risk inventory and evaluation (RI&E) will be conducted in the
new building and outcomes shared in 2014.
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LESSONS LEARNT
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In addition, the transition to the VFI function and salary house took more time and effort than
anticipated, and the deadline had to be rescheduled twice. The project was completed in the second
quarter of 2013 with a good outcome, but planning could have been better.

5.2 PLANNING AND PROCESSES
War Child works with a planning and appraisal system to ensure that all employees know what is
expected from them in their positions. Until recently, this system was only available in English, but we
now also have French and Spanish language formats for countries operating in those languages.
Innovation
The strategy review process resulted in the decision to add innovation as a key function in the
organisation. The objective for 2013 was to set up an internal process to stimulate innovation and
develop capacity and competences to implement it. With one person fully dedicated to the task, a
structure for innovation in the organisation was established and an innovation manager hired by the
end of the year. The first tangible results will be seen in 2014, focusing on fundraising innovation.
Lessons learnt
The strategy review and head office move were not part of the HR department’s annual plan, yet took
a lot of time and resources away from other organisational priorities in 2013. In 2014 projects will
be planned realistically so that the annual plan can be accomplished within with the department’s
allocated resources. After introducing the authorization matrix minimum standards in the second half
of 2013, we concluded that they were too extensive and not always adhered to or understood, and for
this reason, simplified them.

5.3 ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Stemming from the recalibration of the organisational strategy, many structures, roles and
responsibilities, primarily in head office, changed in order to better support the field. Information
about the changes took time to reach each of the different departments and countries, which required
repeated explanation of the plans in order to achieve both understanding and compliance.
Programme department
The most significant change in structure was the split of the Programmes Department into the
Field Operations Department (FOD) and the Quality, Accountability and Learning Department (QAL),
which creates better checks and balances in our country operations and programming. FOD runs
country operations, including logistics, security, HR and finances, while QAL measures the quality
of programming, including psychosocial support, education, child participation, and monitoring and
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evaluation. This division also led to changes in the content of some functions, resulting in some staff
turnover.
The Institutional Fundraising Unit (IFU) initially functioned as part of the Programmes Department
as the proposals they develop require close collaboration with programme experts. In 2013, the unit
was moved to become part of the Marketing and Fundraising Department, bringing all fundraising
activities under one department. This move does not prevent collaboration between QAL and IFU.
Operations
The decision was also made to eliminate one management layer at head office, the Operations
Manager, previously responsible for HR, Finance, Procurement, Facilities and ICT. To compensate, a
senior Finance Manager and HR Manager were hired and responsibilities divided differently amongst
the sub departments.
The position of Facilities and Reception in the organisation changed several times over the last few
years, and was moved under HR in 2013 because its link to working conditions and culture fits under
HR in the new organisational structure. To provide stability for employees working in this unit, it will
not be changed in the foreseeable future.
Management team
To provide direction and leadership in the implementation of the recalibrated strategy and achievement
of our organisational objectives, a stable and balanced Management Team (MT) was formed, which
includes the seven key department managers. Although originally not formal members, both the HR
and Finance Managers were formally included in the MT to better steer the organisation as a whole.

The MT’s 2014 annual plan focuses on facilitating mutual understanding between all parts of the
organisation, which can be accomplished, in part, through inspiring leadership to steer, motivate
and inspire the organisation. To this end, the MT began following a leadership trajectory facilitated
and sponsored by Aberkyn, which will continue in 2014. Due to the numerous developments in
the organisation in 2013, developing leadership amongst middle management has not yet received
attention, but will be addressed in 2014.

LESSONS LEARNT
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5.4 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
War Child works to inspire and socially activate people in support of the organisation’s goals. As an
NGO working to improve the lives of children affected by armed conflict, War Child plays an important
role in mobilising local communities in programme countries, the general public in the Netherlands,
and the international community, to take up their responsibilities to ensure the rights of children.
Although we do not have an overall social responsibility policy, War Child’s operations are guided by a
set of policies, guidelines, and standards such as the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and the
Global Compact Code for multinational enterprises. In addition, War Child has an internal Child Safety
Policy based on internationally recognised standards for safeguarding children. War Child fundraises
within the framework of ethical guidelines in relation to corporate sponsors, ensuring their practices
do not interfere with War Child’s mission and vision.
Rights-based approach
War Child continued to strengthen the application of human rights values and principles at all
levels of the organisation in 2013. By increasingly promoting participation, accountability and
non-discrimination in its internal policies and procedures as well as in its programming, War Child
continues to demonstrate its commitment towards becoming a rights-based organisation.
Child safety
War Child is committed to the protection of children from “all forms of physical or mental violence,
injury and abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual
violence,” as outlined in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (Article 19; 1989).
A Child Safety Policy ensures that War Child’s staff is aware of potential child safety concerns and
engages in behaviour that prevents abuse. The policy also ensures that staff knows how to respond
in case abuse does happen. The Child Safety Policy is signed by and applies to all staff, volunteers,
partner organisations, board members, ambassadors and representatives of War Child. We make sure
all children and young people who come into contact with War Child understand our commitment to
keeping children safe, and know how to report any cases or suspicions of any form of abuse.
Environmental impact
We are dedicated to decreasing our energy consumption and carbon footprint. The measures War
Child takes to limit its impact on the environment include:
• strictly regulating air travel to limit carbon dioxide emission and to save costs;
• stimulating the use of public transportation by fully covering commuting costs for public 		
transportation and providing only a limited coverage of expenses for car usage;
• purchasing FSC-certified paper in accordance with ISO 14001 norms;
• reducing paper use by installing printers with the start function on the machine rather than from a
distance, which has substantially reduced printing;
• recycling materials by, for example, purchasing second hand furniture for the new office rather
than new materials.
We’ve also reduced our energy consumption by moving to a building with much better insulation,
air circulation and climate regulation. The shift to the universal use of laptops has also reduced
paper consumption by more than 50 percent. We have installed teleconference and videoconference
facilities to compensate for reduced travelling and less face-to-face contact.
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Better insulation, excellent light from outside and inside lights activated by infrared sensors in our
new office will lead to savings on electricity and heating.
Our new head office is accessible and useable for disabled people; there are elevators in the building
and an adapted toilet. The new office building is also in better compliance with the Health and Safety
requirements; all desks and seats are adjustable.

LESSONS LEARNT

The move of our head office in Amsterdam contributed to improving our compliance with the social
responsibility standards to which War Child adheres. We used the momentum of the move to relook
at printer facilities and travel policies. We also leaned to remain aware of the way we work, both from
an environmental and a cost perspective , rather than blindly following routine and habit.
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CHAPTER 6: OUR BOARD
War Child’s Supervisory Board is responsible for supervising and acting as a sounding board for
management, supervising general affairs and for monitoring and evaluating War Child’s Statutory
Director. The Board has no managerial responsibilities and is responsible for its own composition and
the quality of its own performance. In 2013, the Board updated the Board Rules for better alignment
with up-to-date principles of governance. The revised Board Rules were adopted by the Board in its
meeting of April 25, 2014 and will be available on War Child’s website.

6.1 COMPOSITION OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Board Rules specify the member profiles needed to ensure a diverse, independent and collegial
board, which is able to competently perform its responsibilities and tasks. Board members are
appointed to a term of four years and can be reappointed for an additional term in the interest of
continuity. In 2013 two new board members were elected:
• Max Glaser brings extensive field experience in conflict-affected areas to the Board, holding 		
previous positions with Doctors without Borders (MSF) and as a consultant for numerous NGOs.
Focusing on security, Max will fill a position left vacant after the unexpected passing of board 		
member Marcel van Soest in 2011. As security and operations is an essential aspect of any NGO’s
operations, Max is a welcome addition to the Board.
• After advising War Child on strategic issues for a number of years on a volunteer basis, Rob 		
Theunissen, Principal at McKinsey & Company, also joined the Supervisory Board in 2013. Rob 		
will be replacing Evert Greup, who has been a dedicated board member since 2005 and will step
down in 2014. Rob will focus on HRM, Finances and ICT and brings a very broad and in-depth 		
understanding of organisational changes and the business market to the Board.
Both new members were nominated to the Board by one or more existing members, and a specific
profile has been drawn up for each position. The Board is satisfied that its current composition
adheres to the profile outlined in the Board Rules.
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Name
Function in the board
Portfolio
Year of birth

Term of
office

Additional functions

M.P. (Peter) Bakker
Chairperson
General Affairs
1961

2010 - 2014

President of The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

J.W. (Willemijn) Verloop
Vice Chairperson
Marketing,
Communications and
Fundraising
1970

War Child Founder
Director Social Enterprise NL
Board member Achmea Foundation
Advisory Board ASN Bank
Board member at Stadsschouwburg Amsterdam
Advisory Board Ashoka
2010 - 2014 Board member Amsterdam School of the Arts (until December 2013)
Board member Stichting Natuur en Milieu (until December 2013)
Board member at Ecorys (until November 2013)
Board member Movies that Matter (until March 2013)
Board member at Mundial Productions (until January 2013)

R. (Raymond)
Cloosterman
Member
Marketing and Fundraising
1964

2012 - 2016 Founder and CEO of Rituals Cosmetics

E.K. (Evert) Greup
Treasurer
Finances and Information
1956

Board member AMC Foundation
Board member Flowfund
2005 - 2014
Board member Fred Foundation
Board member StartFund

Dr. G.C.A. (Gerd) Junne
Member
Post-conflict development
1947

2010 - 2014 Professor Emeritus at University of Amsterdam

Drs. A.G. (Bert) Koenders
Member
Advocacy and International
Networks
1958

Head of UN Mission Côte d’Ivoire
Former Minister of Development Cooperation
2011 - 2015
Chair Rutgers-World Population Foundation
Co-Chair Busan Conference on Aid Effectiveness

M.P. (Max) Glaser
Member
Risk & Security and Operations in Fragile States

2013 - 2017

Independent Consultant Humanitarian Operations
Former staff and former board member MSF-Holland

1954
A.V.J.R. (Rob) Theunissen
Treasurer (taking over from
Evert Greup as from 2014)
HRM, Finances, ICT and
Strategy Development
1969

2013 - 2017 Principal at McKinsey & Company
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6.2 BOARD ACTIVITIES IN 2013
In 2013, the Board held four regularly scheduled meetings, one additional meeting to discuss the
recalibration of the War Child Strategy 2010-2015, and two audit committee meetings, all attended
by management. The Board held an additional meeting to evaluate the function and performance of
the board and that of the Statutory Director in the absence of management. Board members also
informally met individually with managers and staff to have a better understanding of the day-to-day
operations and, where possible and applicable, advise on specific topics. One board member, Raymond
Cloosterman, visited War Child’s programme in the occupied Palestinian territory. In addition to
monitoring the progress of the annual plan in each of War Child’s head office departments, the main
topics of the four regularly scheduled meetings included:
• annual accounts and Annual Report 2012;
• the recalibration of the War Child strategy;
• the restructuring of the Marketing and Fundraising Department (including the integration of 		
the Institutional Fundraising Unit) and the split of the Programme Department into the Field 		
Operations Department and the Quality, Accountability and Learning Department;
• changes made to the Annual Plan 2014 as a consequence of the recalibrated strategy and 		
fundraising challenges;
• the global advocacy strategy;
• War Child International: cooperation with War Child UK and War Child Canada;
• the reserve policy;
• risk and security management and development and management of the Integrity Policy, and;
• the new location for the head office in Amsterdam.
The War Child management team shares organisational highlights and lowlights with the Board on a
monthly basis.

6.3 EVALUATION
Evaluation of the Statutory Director
The year 2013 was Bernard Uyttendaele’s first full year as War Child’s Managing Director. The board
is very pleased to observe that Bernard and the management team have been able to scale-up War
Child’s activities in key conflict areas, through which War Child reached more children in 2013 than
ever before.
Bernard successfully rebuilt the entire management team
and led the development of a clear strategy, which clarifies
War Child’s core activities and identity. He also helped the
organisation to tap into significant new sources of funding.
These accomplishments have occurred in a dynamic and everchanging environment—both in terms of the conflict areas in
which we work, as much as in the world of institutional and
private fundraising. The Supervisory Board evaluated Bernard’s
performance against six objectives set at the beginning of the
year, as well as against a target set of skills and competences.
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The structure and composition of the new management team, the clear strategy and successful scaleup of activities in 2013, led the Board to conclude that Bernard’s performance has been more than
satisfactory, while at the same time identifying a number of development areas for the management
team. In summary, the Board is pleased with the first full year of Bernard’s leadership as well as that
of the management team that has been put in place.
Evaluation Supervisory Board
The board held its annual self-evaluation of the Chairman and the Board has a whole, for which all
members filled out a set of questionnaires. The board was pleased with the diversity of experiences
in their midst, yet would welcome additional expertise in relation to War Child’s core activities. New
board members – Max Glaser and Rob Theunissen – are welcome additions to the board.
The Board concluded that risk
management (security, resources and
reputation) will be given priority in 2014.
Gerd Junne will not extend his term on
the Board, who will commence a search
for his replacement. In the opinion of
the Supervisory Board, the relationship
between the Chairman of the Board and
the Statutory Director of the organisation
is sufficiently business-like and
independent.
Board meetings are well prepared and all documents are distributed in a timely manner. In order to
improve the prioritisation of the discussions during meetings, in 2014 the board will meet without
management for 30 minutes prior to their regular meetings and will aim to meet in two additional
Board-only meetings throughout the year.

6.4 REMUNERATION
In line with War Child’s low-cost policy, the Board, in consultation with the Statutory Director, has set
the director’s remuneration package well below the Dutch Fundraising Institutions Association (VFI)
guidelines for management salaries in charitable organisations (Adviesregeling Beloning Directeuren
van Goede Doelen), and the code of governance for charitable organisations (Code Wijffels, see
www.vfi.nl).
In 2013, War Child’s director received a gross salary of € 88,353, which is well below the VFI
guideline of € 140,046 for one FTE over twelve months, corresponding to War Child’s VFI score
of 505 points. In line with the VFI guidelines, remuneration comprises the gross salary, holiday
allowance, thirteenth month, and end of year benefits, if applicable. War Child’s Statutory Director,
Bernard Uyttendaele, has no relevant additional functions.
Board expenses
Board members work on a voluntary basis but are entitled to reimbursement of costs, which occurs
rarely. In 2013, War Child paid the costs for a security training, which board members incurred in
connection with their duties to the board and organisation. These costs amounted to € 500.
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War Child needs a structural income to ensure continuity in its programmes for children in conflictaffected areas. We receive support from institutions and thousands of people, who support us
as individuals or as part of a company, school, club, church, or any other type of organisation.
Fundraising at both the individual and institutional levels requires a good reputation, clear
positioning, adequate visibility, and the development of long-term relationships with those who
supports us.
Our goal in 2013 was a total fundraising income of € 20.5 million, by:
• Increasing our focus on specific segments, for example, on institutional fundraising and third party
events.
Result: the focus on specific segments resulted in higher income from those segments and in a
more balanced income.
• Implementing a large integrated fundraising campaign targeting several segments through common
fundraising activities.
Result: the ‘538 Action Week’ was a large integrated fundraising campaign that incorporated War
Child’s corporate accounts, third party events, Kids & Schools and individual donors fundraising
teams, who worked together to raise as much money as possible in one period, using one theme, in
one campaign.
• Converting an innovative fundraising idea into a concrete project that generates fundraising
income.
Result: Two innovative fundraising ideas were converted into concrete projects. The 			
projects will be implemented in 2014, and thus did not generate fundraising income in 2013.
• Improving our relationship with a diverse variety of donors and supporters.
Result: through better account management and the organisation of three successful Friends
meetings and several Business Friends meetings, we have improved our relationship with many
different kinds of supporters. We received fewer complaints from supporters in 2013 than in
previous years.
• Not spending more than 15 percent of our fundraising income on fundraising activities.
Result: we spent a percentage of 18.7% of our fundraising income on fundraising activities, which is
not in line with our target, but far below the required 25% for the CBF hallmark.
With the changing economic market and declining income for charities, War Child was prepared
for a challenging 2013. The big questions were: whether we could increase our private donor base
through traditional fundraising methods like door-to-door fundraising; whether our current corporate
donors would continue their support and whether new companies would start supporting War Child
considering the challenging economic situation and with more charities competing for less funding,
and; whether War Child would be able to increase our income from institutional fundraising and from
mobilising third parties to organise events, both of which showed great potential.
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Income own fundraising

2013

2012

Individuals

€ 7,956,969

€ 8,465,457

Businesses

€ 1,684,828

€ 2,134,017

Kids & Schools

€ 454,236

€ 410,000

Non-fundraising foundations

€ 918,686

€ 671,350

Other organisations

€ 306,993

€ 329,827

Legacies

€ 156,837

€ 608,745

Gifts in kind

€ 194,389

€ 157,561

€ 11,672,938

€ 12,367,367

€ 3,115,860

€ 1,350,000

Plan

€ 248,111

€0

Swedish Lottery

€ 191,189

€0

€ 45,362

€ 801,837

€ 3,600,522

€ 2,151,837

€ 4,235,811

€ 5,346,704

€ 56,695

€ 301,895

UN and UN organisations

€ 2,754,641

€ 421,714

European Commission funding

€ 1,576,380

€ 1,411,269

€ 424,775

€ 632,682

€ 9,048,302

€ 8,114,262

€ 24,321,762

€ 22,633,466

Income third parties
Dutch Postcode Lottery

Other fundraising organisations
Income from governments
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs - MFS II
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs - other

Other governmental organisations
Total fundraising income

Overall, 2013 was a successful year for War Child in terms of fundraising as we met our overall
fundraising goal of € 20.5 million largely due to the enormous success of institutional fundraising.
It was a difficult year for private fundraising targeting individual donors, groups, and companies.
Income from private fundraising totalled € 11.7 million well under 2013’s target of € 12.6 million.
However, income from the Kids & Schools segment of private fundraising was exceptionally good,
and more income was also generated from third party events in 2013 than ever before. In contrast,
income from individual donors and companies was below target. The budget-actuals for private
fundraising are shown below.
Income private fundraising

Realised 2013

Planned

Individuals

€ 7,956,969

€ 8,830,000

Businesses

€ 1,684,828

€ 2,269,500

Kids & Schools

€ 454,236

€ 400,000

Non-fundraising foundations

€ 918,686

€ 530,125

Other organisations

€ 306,993

€ 152,000

Legacies

€ 156,837

€ 404,718

Gifts in kind

€ 194,389

€0

€ 11,672,938

€ 12,586,343

Total
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7.1 ACTION WEEK ‘538 FOR WAR CHILD’
War Child’s fundraising strategy for 2013 included the implementation of a large integrated
fundraising campaign in which several of War Child’s fundraising teams would unite their fundraising
activities. Meeting this goal took shape in the ‘538 for War Child’ action week.
In 2011, War Child and Radio 538, a large national radio
station in the Netherlands, started a partnership called
‘538 for War Child’ in which the two organisations
worked together to facilitate an action week to raise
money for War Child. In 2013, a mobile radio station
based out of a truck, and DJ’s from Radio 538 toured
the Netherlands from the 22nd to the 29th of March
with the goal of raising as much money as possible. In
eight days, the truck stopped in Groningen Heerenveen,
Alkmaar, Gouda, Bergen op Zoom, Veenendaal, Arnhem
and ‘s Hertogenbosch. Unlike other years, the 2013
event focused on leveraging the potential of the third party events and Kids & Schools segments, and
worked to actively mobilise schools, clubs and companies to organise events to raise money for War
Child. Municipalities were also asked to mobilise their communities and organise events as part of the
action week.
The action week raised € 1.2 million significantly more than the € 0.7 million raised in 2012. The
number of events organised by third parties during the week numbered five hundred, almost double
the number of events organised in 2012 (261), raising a total of almost € 700,000. The average event
raised € 1,400, an increase from the € 1,200 raised per event raised in 2012.
In addition to the money raised, the action week was also a useful learning experience in terms
of practical experience in efficient organisation and capitalising on opportunities offered by an
integrated fundraising campaign. Unfortunately, after three successful ‘538 for War Child’ years,
Radio 538 decided not continue the collaboration beyond 2013, choosing instead to explore other
opportunities to support charities. Research also revealed that 538 listeners did not feel connected
enough to War Child to become a Friend or make an individual donation.

LESSONS LEARNT

The ‘538 for War Child’ action week involved almost all of War Child’s fundraising staff. Although the
action week successfully generated substantial income, considering the number of staff working on
the project and the number of suppliers asked to participate, it was also very time consuming. It was
also very difficult to raise funds from the Radio 538 listening audience; the largest part of the income
raised through the action week was generated by third party events rather than one-off donations.
The income generated from activities organised by schools, in particular, was higher than expected,
showing potential for future fundraising . The income raised per municipality depended largely on the
time and effort they invested. In addition, attracting large corporate partners to action weeks like
these requires a lot of preparation and account management time. Overall, organising an action week
demands well-organis ed project management to keep all staff involved and on track.
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7.2 INDIVIDUAL DONORS
War Child aims to develop long-term relationships with individual donors to ensure the continuity of
our country projects. Income from individual donors comprises the income of our structural donors
(Friends), one-off donations, and legacies. In 2013, the total income from individual donors was € 8.1
million (including legacies). This is € 1.1 million, or 10 percent, less than planned.
Approximately 91 percent of the income generated by individual donors came from Friends. For
the first time in the history of War Child, we were not able to grow the income from Friends, but
rather saw a decrease of 2 percent compared to 2012. Although we did acquire many new Friends
and substantially upgraded reactivation campaigns, the economic downturn, a fatigue in structural
commitment and an all-time low in ‘donor trust’, proved difficult to overcome. This can be seen in the
higher exit of newly acquired Friends and an increase in exit from loyal long-term Friends.
At the end of 2013, War Child’s Friends totalled 100,592. Income from one-off donations and legacies
also decreased from € 0.61 million in 2012 to € 0.16 million in 2013.
Acquisition
The main channel for acquiring new Friends in 2013 was door-to-door fundraising. We invested
significant time and energy in improving the quality of this channel in order to reduce the churn
rate, however with no result: the churn percentage kept increasing and, with it, costs. This led to
the decision to stop third party door-to-door fundraising, and to focus on new and more innovative
fundraising to generate structural income with lower costs. We started developing innovative
fundraising methods in 2013 and expect that they will generate income in 2014. The action week ‘538
for War Child’ led to the acquisition of fewer Friends than planned.
Online
In 2012, we saw a huge increase in new Friends and one-off donations through online channels.
However, this pattern did not continue in 2013, unfortunately. In 2013, we recruited 381 new Friends
(37 percent less than in 2012) and counted 1,899 one-off donations (13 percent less than in 2012).
More on online communication and social media can be found in the paragraph Online maturity
Loyalty and upgrading
Loyalty activities were organised to improve Friends’ relationship and involvement with War Child,
including:
• a campaign to upgrade donations, which resulted in 4,529 Friends increasing their monthly 		
donations by an average of € 31 per year;
• several ‘chat-sessions’ where War Child constituents could learn about our work in several 		
countries directly from our field staff;
• three successful Friends meetings, using an improved concept and with presentations from staff
from a variety of departments, including staff working in the field.
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Mailings
Friends of War Child received three postal mailings informing them about the results of War Child’s
work in 2013. One of these mailings, sent out at the end of November, was a donation request: an
appeal for additional funding for our work with Syrian children. The letter generated € 0.12 million,
making it the most successful appeal ever for War Child. As a result, revenues from mailings were 41
percent higher in 2013 than in 2012.
Legacies
War Child was the beneficiary of ten legacies in 2013, totalling almost € 0,16 million, which is 74
percent less than in 2012. Although the income from this segment is highly unpredictable, we did
look into developing activities that can improve our income from legacies in the future. One of these
activities is the production of content for the legacy magazine ‘Voor nu en later’, with Liesbeth List
(who experienced World War II as a child) as our spokesperson. This effort will not have short-term
results, but rather it is an investment in generating legacy income in the long term.
Complaints and policy
In 2013 we received 59 fundraising-related complaints, 11 less than in 2012. The complaints result
mainly from our door-to-door activities. War Child has strict fundraising guidelines and provides
detailed briefings to the various agencies that fundraise on our behalf. All complaints are handled in
accordance with the Central Bureau of Fundraising (CBF) guidelines and reported back to the agencies
we contract in order to prevent them from recurring. The agencies address the complaints with the
individual recruiter involved, sometimes even resulting in dismissal. War Child strives to respond to
every complaint within 48 hours, which was achieved in 95 percent of all cases in 2013. Because
we take these complaints very seriously, in 2013, War Child developed a new complaints policy and
improved our privacy policy, both of which included the in-depth involvement of War Child’s legal
officer and the Dutch Dialogue Marketing Association.

LESSONS LEARNT

The increased churn rate for door-to-door fundraising resulted in a very low return on investment and
called the value of continuing with this fundraising method into question. At the same time, higher
churn rates amongst Friends have prompted War Child to develop different approaches and new
ways of engaging Friends in our work. We need to better stimulate donor loyalty and improve our
communication with the Friends group to increase the length of Friendships . Due to the decrease in
the online recruitment of Friends and one-off donations, we need to look into how we can optimise
fundraising though our website and focus more on direct response channels than on affiliate
marketing. The direct mail, on the other hand, was successful for two reasons: we used the urgent
topic of the Syria crisis, and we were able to keep the costs as low as possible by designing and
developing the mailing in-house.
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7.3 CORPORATE SPONSORS
The year 2013 presented War Child with several fundraising challenges. Although 14 percent, or
€ 1.7 million of War Child´s direct fundraising comes from companies (including events and actions
organised by companies), 2013 was the first year that War Child’s income from companies did not
grow. Although the on-going economic crisis made it difficult to attract new partners in 2013, and the
lead time for coming to a financial or in-kind agreement with new partners is long, we were satisfied
to see that our current partners are loyal and support us in a sustainable way.
Partners
The corporate partnership unit focused on generating loyalty amongst our current partners and
acquiring new partners for our Business Ambassadors Network, Business Partners and SME
segments. An important part of the loyalty program is to involve the organisations’ employees. One of
the ways in which we do this is by creating internal War Child ambassadors within each organisation,
who come up with ideas on how their company can fundraise for War Child. As a result of our 2013
focus, ASN Bank plans to renew their partnership with War Child for three years, TPS Group and
Merin became new business partners, the Business Ambassadors Network developed a steering
committee to improve the quality and growth of the network, and the board of our main sponsor,
T-Mobile, reconfirmed their commitment to our partnership.
Business Friends
We also made some improvements to our Business Friend program, which focuses on the SME
segment, in 2013. The group counted 110 companies in 2013, and proved to be very engaged. Events
organised for Business Friends are well attended and over 40 percent of the group actively follows
our work and read the Peace of Proof newsletter. We have decided on an innovative approach to
acquisitions for this segment, using telefacing, and have insourced an account manager who actively
looks for new members for the network.
Incidental gifts
Although some unexpected gifts still come in, the total number of incidental gifts received by War
Child decreased in 2013. However, loyalty programmes like T-Mobile extra (loyalty points) and
Air Miles, in which individuals are asked to donate points or miles, are performing very well. This
approach seems more effective than asking for monetary donations.

LESSONS LEARNT

Due to the poor economic situation and an increase in competition from charities for donations
in funding, time and expertise, it takes more time to find new corporate partners and Business
Ambassadors. In addition, due to the new trend in social corporate responsibility and an increased
demand for transparenc y, corporate donors ask for more return on their investment, including more
one-on-one contact, which requires War Child to invest more time in relationship management. War
Child will work to improve its approach to corporate donors in 2014.
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7.4 FOUNDATIONS
The year 2013 saw an increase in incidental and structural grants from various foundations in
the Netherlands and abroad. In 2013, War Child Holland and War Child Canada jointly signed a
partnership agreement with the IKEA Foundation for € 1.5 million to implement a project in South
Sudan. We also signed a contract with the CISCO Foundation for project funding. In 2013, we
deepened our investment in building new relationships with foundations in the Netherlands and
internationally, which we expect will lead to increased income from this segment in 2014.

LESSONS LEARNT

War Child was very successful in its approach to foundations in 2013, both in the number of approved
proposals and in the value of approved proposals. Additional potential to increase incidental and
structural grants from various foundations in the Netherlands remains, and we have invested in extra
capacity to capitalise on this potential by hiring an additional employee who will start in April 2014.

7.5 EVENTS BY OTHERS
In 2013, the total number of events organised by others was 1,249. Revenues generated from these
events increased by 10.5 percent from 2012, to a total of € 1.2 million. Although the number of events
increased, the average amount raised per event (excluding ‘538 for War Child’ action week events)
decreased.
In 2013 at least two hundred people ran the ‘Dam tot Damloop’ for
War Child, raising € 25,000. However, we had expected this event to
raise more income, in part because we invested more in our runners,
such as providing a training day at Papendal. In 2014, we will again
organise a training day and invest more time in helping the runners
raise funds from the moment they can sign up on the website.
Our Gaul! cyclists raised € 34.440 in 2013 through their Mont
Ventoux Challenge, Queensday events such as selling pancakes, and
numerous smaller cycling events. The group met with War Child at
the end of 2013 to explore possibilities to expand this partnership
Voluntary spokespeople
War Child is taking a more pro-active approach to direct fundraising, which requires increased
investment in our network of voluntary spokespeople, who can tell our story and activate people
to join our cause all around the country. War Child’s voluntary spokespeople are divided across
six regions, each of which is led by a regional volunteer coordinator. They made over 250 visits
throughout the Netherlands, reaching over 10,000 people in 2013.
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Although planned to grow to a total of sixty-five in 2013, the number of spokespeople remained
stable in comparison to 2012, at around fifty. Instead, increased focus was placed on increasing the
quality of the current network by improving their knowledge on War Child’s work in the field and
in the Netherlands, and their commitment to the War Child cause. To this end, we organised several
inspirational sessions for our spokespeople where they were updated on fundraising activities
and programme-related subjects such as our Conn@ct.Now! projects and the situation in Syria. To
improve their relationship with head office, all spokespeople now have access to our internal network
‘SharePoint’, where they can connect with War Child staff and find up to date information and news
on our work.
The focus on growing our network of spokespeople and using a pro-active approach will remain in
2014; the goal is to expand the network to one hundred people, which will also require additional
head office capacity. A new sub-department to the Marketing and Fundraising Department, ‘Events,
Actions and Ambassadors’ will support the realisation of our ambition to send a spokesperson to
every event organised by others.
Kids & Schools
Every year, many children, teachers and schools support War Child in various way. This year 400
children organised fundraising events with their schools, 750 children gave a presentation in their
classroom or wrote a paper on our work, and 1,325 children performed in our end-of-the-year school
musical ‘Voor kids gaat de zon op’ in 53 schools. A new school musical, ‘De Koning te Rijk’, has been
developed for 2014.
Fundraising in the Kids & Schools segment increased from € 220,000 in 2012 to € 442,000 in 2013,
mainly due to income from events. For example, in cooperation with the National School Breakfast (a
national event where over 400,000 children in 2,000 schools receive a free breakfast), more than €
100,000 was raised by children and city mayors who paid for their breakfast instead of receiving it
for free.

LESSONS LEARNT

While the amount of money raised per event decreased, more and more people are willing to organise
an event for War Child, indicating great potential for future income. Event organisers are increasingly
asking for more support from War Child, which requires more time from War Child employees. To
capitalise on this potential, we either need to support the mobilisation of more events or seek ways
of helping event organisers raise more money through their events. We see potential in becoming
more proactive in our approach to inspire and mobilise companies, service clubs and (sport) events to
organise fundraising initiatives for War Child.
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7.6 INSTITUTIONAL FUNDRAISING
Third parties and government grants contributed € 12.6 million to War Child’s overall income, a
growth of 23 percent from 2012. This growth largely resulted from the successfully expansion of
War Child’s programme in Lebanon for children and young people affected by the Syria crisis, and
our continuous active engagement with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands, in-country
delegations of the European Union and a number of United Nations agencies.
Proposals 2013
Submitted in 2013

34

Pending from 2012

12

Total number of proposals

46

Approved

26

Withdrawn

4

Rejected

8

Open on 31st of March 2013

8

In 2013, War Child was able to capitalise on the investment we made in previous years to build
relationships with institutional donors in the countries where we work. The target set for new donor
contracts in 2013 was reached two-fold (200 percent), while the success rate for proposals (number
of approved compared to the number of rejected submissions in 2013) was 68 percent, while the
success rate in value of proposals (value of approved compared to the value of rejected submissions
in 2013) was 63 percent. A total of thirty-four project proposals were submitted to more than twenty
institutional donors; twenty-six (including a number submitted in 2012) were approved in the 2013
calendar year.
This high success rate is largely due to investments over the last years in building relations in-country
with institutional donors. Combining programming and fundraising expertise in the development of
project proposals also contributed to 2013’s institutional fundraising success.
Institutional donor grants signed in 2013*
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Institutional Donor

Number of signed
contracts

Total contribution*
(multi-year)

Benefiting War
Child country

Children & Violence Evaluation
Challenge Fund

1

€ 80,969

Uganda

Common Humanitarian Fund

1

€ 166,487

Sudan

European Commission

4

€ 3,032,190

Burundi, Colombia,
Lebanon

European Commission
Humanitarian Office

2

€ 900,000

DR Congo

UN OCHA

2

€ 375,051

Lebanon

Plan International UK

2

€ 473,095

Lebanon

Swiss Development Cooperation

1

€ 333,320

Lebanon

UNESCO

1

€ 44,188

South Sudan

UNHCR

1

€ 2,631,642

Lebanon

UNICEF

5

€ 4,796,969

Lebanon, South
Sudan, Sudan

Total

21

€ 12,833,911

* These numbers do not reflect income in 2013, but rather the total contract value signed in 2013, which might be spread
over a number of years. Income in 2013 can also come from contracts signed before 2013.

Dutch Postcode Lottery
In 2013, the Dutch Postcode Lottery continued its special relationship with War Child, contributing
€ 1,350,000 to War Child’s programmes. The Dutch Postcode Lottery also provided a grant of €
1,765,860 for the ‘You Lead’ project in 2013, implemented jointly by War Child and Right To Play in
the occupied Palestinian territory.
Conn@ct.Now!
Implementation of the Conn@ct.Now! programme continued in 2013, on which € 4.2 million of
the original € 21 million grant was spent, compared to over € 5.3 million in 2012. Conn@ct.Now is
supported by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands through the 2011-2015 MFS II funding
scheme.

Partner

Relationship

Added value

Financial
transactions
in 2013

Child Helpline International

Consortium member
and co-applicant
in Conn@ct.Now!
programme

Exchange of knowledge
and experience and
joint development and
implementation of the
Conn@ct.Now! programme.

€ 0.5 million

Conn@ct.Now!
coalition partner

Sharing and exchange of
knowledge and experience
and joint development and implementation of programmes
related to child protection and
psychosocial support.

€ 0.5 million

Conn@ct.Now!
coalition partner

Knowledge sharing and
technical expertise support
on the use of ICT and Media,
including development of
knowledge and innovation
systems and joint
development of the
Conn@ct.Now! programme.

€ 0.3 million

Free Press Unlimited (for
media, education and
development)

TNO
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more funding from foundations .
Compa red to previous years, War Child was able to raise significantly
tional fundra ising, a focus
This was due to increa sed investments in time and capacity in institu
the different depar tments at
on real oppor tunitie s, and better cooperation and planning betwe en
Child’s active response to
the head office and the field. The increa se in income is also due to War
sals for our Syria response
the Syria crisis, which was a donor priorit y in 2013: almos t all propo
have also been able to establish
progra mme were approved. By ensuring good grant management , we
tional funding in the future .
a good reputation with donor s, which will help us raise additional institu
Postcode Lotter y as well
Our investments over the past years in our relationships with the Dutch
partnerships in which all
as with the Ministry of Foreign Affair s have resulted in an excellent
in the efficient and effective
partie s benefit and are working towar ds a common goal, and resulted
implementation of War Child’s progra mming .
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One of War Child’s strategic objectives is to raise awareness on the situation of children in conflictaffected areas; tens of millions of children were living in active conflict areas in 2013. With the belief
that a solid reputation and strong branding can positively influence our supporters and stakeholders,
the communication department focused on positioning War Child as an internationally acknowledged
expert on children affected by armed conflict in 2013. To that end, we concentrated on reinforcing
War Child’s brand as a trustworthy organisation providing psychosocial support for children and
young people directly affected by conflict. This focus is in line with the revisions made to War Child’s
2010-2015 strategy, which prioritises working close to the conflict rather than in post-conflict
settings, with psychosocial support programming forming the basis of all our interventions.

8.1 COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
In 2013 War Child communications focused on raising awareness about our work in response to
emergency situations, such as the Syrian conflict, the chronic conflict in eastern DR Congo and our
interventions in South Sudan. Our communication was mainly channelled through online platforms,
including our websites and social media, which has the important advantage of allowing us to follow
and measure our constituency’s responses. We can then use this information to better tailor our
messages to meet the expectations and demands of our audience.
By telling the stories of children in our programmes through written testimonials and articles, filmed
video clips, or by posting or tweeting children’s messages directly to our constituencies, we worked
toward our strategic ambition to use participatory and creative communication means to increase our
constituency’s engagement with our work and strengthen the reputation of the organisation in 2014.
Storytelling is central to War Child’s approach to communicating the impact of conflict on children and
War Child’s response to it. The participation of children and the use creative methods are key to our
work in the field as well as in our communication.

8.2 BRAND MANAGEMENT
Many brand management tools were developed in 2012, and the objective and challenge for 2013
was to implement them throughout the organisation, including the field offices. As implementation
began, some amendments to the brand book had to be made and a few extra products–such as an
organisational seal and style guide–needed to be developed and delivered. As some confusion on
positioning, key messaging, and use of the payoff, circulated within the organisation, production
began on a communication toolkit to guide all employees, including our field office staff, through all
of the practical steps of corporate communication. The toolkit is a key internal tool for steering War
Child on branding and positioning to avoid the use of divergent messages about our work.
Brand performance
War Child monitors its reputation and image by regularly measuring name recognition, knowledge
about War Child’s activities, attitudes towards the organisation, the intention to support the
organisation, and the recognition of War Child’s core values.
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In previous years this was conducted through the sponsored support of IPSOS/Synovate, who carried
out quantitative research on our behalf amongst Dutch audiences. Unfortunately, IPSOS had to end
this sponsorship in 2013.
In 2013 we started measuring our brand performance through the Mediad Chari Barometer. This tool
allows us to better compare our brand performance with competitors in the field through the use of
a system to rank organisations in relation to their image and reputation. We set no objective for this
ranking in 2013 as we had no internal benchmark for comparison. However, the 2013 rankings of
twelve for Top Of Mind Awareness (TOMA), 17 for spontaneous awareness, and fifteen for image, will
allow us to set goals for 2014.
Syria campaign
At the end of 2013 a campaign focusing on the Syrian conflict was launched as a follow up to last
year’s corporate campaign ‘The Power of Friendship’. Using the slogan “Together we can take the
war out of a child”, the campaign focused on the psychosocial impact of the conflict on two Syrian
children. In addition to raising public awareness, the goal of the campaign was to strengthen War
Child’s brand and increase the public’s sense of connection with War Child. Sponsored media support
helped develop and distribute a radio spot and TV spot, printed posters and on line banners.

LESSONS LEARNT

While the original intention was to develop a corporate communication campaign, the campaign’s
focus shifted to fundraising , with the goal of raising € 25,000. Because of this shift, campaign
outputs were branded to enhance the public’s sense of connection with the organisation using a
suitable pay off, while at the same time, asked the public and our Friends to donate money. Although
the campaign achieved high visibility, reaching 35 percent of our target group, only € 2,500 was
donated as a specific result of the campaign. This could be due our dependence on sponsored media
exposure, which meant that the TV and radio spots were not always aired in good time slots with
enough exposure and repetition to convince the targeted audience to donate. Furthermor e, convincing
people to call a phone number after watching a TV commercial proved difficult and did not have the
desired effect.
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8.3 VISIBILITY OF WAR CHILD
In 2013, War Child appeared in at least 1,645 online and 2,022 offline publications, in addition to sixty
five items on television or radio, which was 20 percent higher than the target. Almost a quarter of the
publications had an explicitly positive tone, while the majority was neutral, and only a very small
percentage was negative. The original target for media value was also surpassed by 10 percent, totalling
almost € 3.5 million. Traditionally, a major part of the media attention received by War Child is through
articles and broadcasts that focus on the numerous initiatives and events organised by companies and
individuals to raise money. Nevertheless, trips to Lebanon and DR Congo made by War Child’s ambassadors, and the publication of the report ‘Psychosocial support in emergencies: critical for Syrian children’,
contributed to our ambition to position the organisation as an expert on children affected by armed
conflict.
To profile War Child’s work and expertise, visibility was generated for:
• The ‘forgotten’ conflict in eastern DR Congo, particularly the lack of protection and the psychoso
cial impact of the conflict on children. A trip made by War Child ambassador Marco Borsato to the
region resulted in: a news article and video on Nu.nl, which was also broadcasted in RTL Boulevard;
a published opinion article in De Volkskrant, one of the leading Dutch daily morning newspapers; an
appearance by Marco in the Dutch TV news programme Pauw & Witteman; and a one page interview
in the Algemeen Dagblad, a national newspaper reaching approximately five million people.
• The psychosocial impact of the Syrian conflict on children and War Child’s response to the emergency
in Lebanon. War Child kids ambassador Jetske van den Elsen visited War Child’s emergency response
projects for Syrian children in Lebanon, which resulted in her appearance in the Dutch TV news
programme Knevel and van den Brink and in the popular children’s primetime TV programme
Zapplive, airplay on a radio 1 MAX programme, and a full page print article in the NCRV-gids. Through
this publicity War Child was able to bring the stories of Syrian refugee children to more than 1.7
million people.
• War Child’s response to the Syrian conflict through a diversity of interviews conducted by RTL news,
NOS news’ eight o’clock broadcast, Jeugdjournaal, radio 1, and Nu.nl, with one of War Child’s Dutch
employees in Lebanon, Minou Hexspoor. Minou used the interviews to explain the need for psycho
social support for Syrian refugee children, in line with a report on the same topic (see above). The
various items reached about 7.5 million people through radio and television, and almost 175,000
people through national and regional newspapers.
• The National School Breakfast, an event organised by the Dutch bakery industry to promote the
importance of eating breakfast to primary school children. Organisers of the event chose War Child
as the recipient charity for the campaign, which generated a lot of focused media attention on our
post-conflict work in Sri Lanka, the earmarked programme for campaign donations. Media-attention
was immense: local and regional newspapers published more than five hundred articles about the
events during the campaign week, reaching more than 15 million people nationally.
Publications
In 2013, we published our standard printed and online newsletters as planned. Our other external publications included a report on the impact of the Syrian crisis on children, a briefing paper on the situation
of children in eastern DR Congo, evaluations and reviews of our country programming, recommendations
for improved programming stemming from an international conference on the reintegration of children
affected by conflict, and a lecture given by our director at the Peace Palace gala in The Hague. Almost
all (99 percent) of our printed publications were developed and produced with full sponsorship.
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Means

Printed newsletter

Frequency

Twice a
year

Circulation

Content / info
shared

90,000 x 2
= 180,000

Mixture of stories
from the field,
focus on a main
sponsor and
fundraising actions undertaken
by active War
Child friends.

460,198

Mixture of stories
from the field,
focus on a main
sponsor and
fundraising actions undertaken
by active War
Child friends

Digital newsletters and
news flashes,
Peace of Post (friends),
Peace of Proof (business
friends),

40

Kids newsletter,
Kids musical newsletter,
Flashes on specific
topics/campaigns

Planned vs.
realised

Target group

On target

Constituency: Friends,
Donors, Companies,
Media relations and
other NGOs

Per specific
target group:
on target

Same as above,
including our kids
constituency (Dutch
children, schools and
teachers)

1 national
newspaper,
5 regional
newspapers,
Report: Psychosocial
support in emergencies:
critical for Syrian children

November
2013

Nu.nl
article,
RTL News,
Radio
1 KRO
program
Goedemorgen Nederland

‘I can forgive now’
Evaluation study of War
Child’s Psychosocial support intervention I DEAL.

Briefing paper:
DR Congo: still no peace
for children

December
2013

March
2013

Highlighting the
impact of the
Syrian crisis on
children and the
need for psychosocial support in
emergencies

Circulation
will happen
early 2014

Evaluation of our
main psychosocial intervention
I Deal in South
Sudan and Colombia

Briefing paper

Update on our
psychosocial
emergency programme in the
region

Not planned

Advocacy target:
governments, sector
specialists and institutional donors.
Media target: general
Dutch and international public

Report was
published in
2013, but will
be released
to media in
2014

Not planned

Programming target:
NGOs working with
children affected by
conflict,
Advocacy target:
governments and specialists. Media target:
general Dutch and
international public
MONUSCO, International Criminal Court
and the Human Rights
Council
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July 2013

Circulated
among the
more than
200 participants in the
Children
and War
Conference
in Salzburg.

A booklet presenting evidence
on War Child’s reintegration work,
on the impact of I
DEAL on children
in South Sudan,
and on the impact
of arrest and detention on Palestinian children in
East Jerusalem

September
2013

Circulated
among the
250 participants of the
Kampala
conference
(organised
by War
Child Holland and
the Centre
for Children
in Vulnerable Situations), and
throughout
international
networks
including
the Child
Protection
Working
group and
the Paris
Principles
Steering
Group

Recommendations developed
by 150 experts
with the participation of over
300 children and
young people on
the best practices
with respect to recovery and reintegration of child
soldiers, IDPs
and other children
affected by armed
conflict.

Compilation of papers:
War Child Holland: Evidence from the field 2013

The Kampala Recommendations on the Recovery and Reintegration
of Children and Youth
Affected by Armed Conflict
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Not planned

Experts on children
and armed conflict,
including field workers,
UN and NGOs

Not planned

Experts on children
and armed conflict, UN
agencies, NGOs, and
international experts

As we do not have any international research methodologies in place to measure branding and
positioning, it proved difficult to analyse whether our focus on positioning the organisation as an
international expert in the field of psychosocial support was successful. In 2014, more research will
be needed on our international constituenc y, and how to best reach them. We also need to train more
international spokespeople as global media attention could potentially increase as we move towards
working in areas directly affected by active conflict, which tend to receive more media coverage than
post-conflic t areas.
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8.4 ONLINE MATURITY
In 2013 we launched a renewed English-language website, www.warchildholland.org, which targets
our international constituency and includes an English-language webpage for every War Child country
programme. During the year we also added an online donation tool and provided information and
country pages in Spanish for local use in Colombia. Furthermore, we integrated our websites targeting
children, www.kidsforwarchild.nl and www.warchildschoolmusical.nl, into our main Dutch-language
website, www.warchild.nl, bringing all of our online activities targeting the Dutch audience together in
one online platform. We also invested in optimising www.warchild.nl to have better performance and
more option for online fundraising. In 2014 we will launch an international website, www.warchild.
org, profiling War Child International, and integrate our I DEAL methodologies website, www.
warchildlearning.org, into www.warchildholland.org. The integration is expected to increase the traffic
for both websites, starting in the 2014-2015 period.
Set in 2010, War Child’s overall goal to double traffic, use and conversions on warchild.nl within five
years, is still on track. Although we did not reach our 2013 target for unique visitors, we did increase
in overall visitors and traffic by 30 percent. The reason for the lower number of unique visitors in
2013 is largely due to less mass media visibility during the second half of 2013; War Child’s campaign
at the end of 2012 and the publication of our first report on Syria resulted in significant media
attention, and increased the number of unique visitors to the website.
In 2013, www.warchild.nl’s conversion rate was 0.7 percent for single donations, 0.14 percent for
Friends (structural donations) and 0.82 percent for fundraising activities by third parties. This means
that 283,510 unique visitors on warchild.nl resulted in:
• 1,899 donations
• 381 new friends (structural donors)
• 2,335 fundraising activities by others.
Social media
Further developments in social media and web care met their targets as planned. Our initial target
for Facebook page likes in 2013 was 8,000, however, an average of almost 300 new page likes each
month in 2013 lead to a total of 10,948 likes on our Facebook page. Our Facebook community is
active: on average we have 2,847 interactions (likes, shares, comments) per month, which averages
to 91,306 people reading or contributing each month, three times that of 2012. In total we reached
1,095,678 people via our Facebook activities. Our Twitter goal was to reach 12,000 followers. Over
the course of 2013, we gained 182 new Twitter followers per month resulting in 12,252 unique
followers at the end of the year. A web care team of five people monitored Twitter around the clock,
seven days a week, and was able to respond to all messages about War Child.
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Websites

Unique
visitors

Page
views

Planned
vs. realised
(UV)

www.warchild.nl

263,252

1,052,036

-12%

Constituency, those interested in War
Child

www.warchild.nl/kids (replacing
www.kidsforwarchild.nl &
www.warchildschoolmusical.nl)

38,062

144,673

-37%

Children 7-12 years old, teachers

www.warchildholland.org

30,666

119,198

-87%

International constituency, those
interested in War Child

www.warchild.org

101,216

237,912

-20%

International constituency, those
interested in War Child

www.warchildlearning.org

2,572

20,332

3%

DEALS method facilitators, social
workers

Target group

www.annualreportwarchild.org

3,761

15,724

-6%

Constituency, official institutions,
development cooperation sector,
journalists, donors, partner organisations,
embassies, those interested in War Child

www.538voorwarchild.nl

148,268

571,502

17%

Constituency of Radio 538

LESSONS LEARNT

our Dutch -language sites into
Now that War Child has create d its Dutch online platform by integr ating
website, www.warchildholland.
www.warchild.nl, focus can turn to optimising our English-lang uage
d on optimising the website and
org. Although the site was upgra ded in 2013, we haven’t yet focuse
percent, which will be a priorit y
increa sing the conversion rate towar ds the benchmark average of 1.6
nt stream of online content for
in 2014. At the same time, we will focus more on maintaining a consta
streams. In this regard, targets
different target groups, thereby shifting the focus from tools to online
nt, while engaging with our online
for the number of followers and likes on social media are less releva
new key perfor mance indicators
community becomes more impor tant. To this end, we will formulate
ing our existing friendship
and targets for social media in 2014. Growth will be realise d by engag
policy and a monitoring tool
network online and through organic growth. A good issue management
in 2014.
and toolkit are key to effective web care; these will receive attention
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8.5 CONSTITUENCY DIALOGUE AND INVOLVEMENT
As defined in our Communications Strategy 2010-2015, storytelling forms the basis of our
communications in all of our outputs and events. Our websites and social media highlight the stories of
many different children, whether written or filmed, throughout the year.
Open communication about our work, results and the people involved
War Child took a number of steps to become more open about our work and improve our
communication about our results in 2013, including:
• organising a live chat in our Facebook chat room with War Child head office and field staff once
every three months. We kicked off with Country Director Ans de Jager in Uganda, followed 		
by chats with War Child staff in Lebanon and in the Netherlands. The chats resulted in the 		
acquisition of a small group of dedicated social media friends, who not only attended the chats,
but also spread the War Child message. Will continue organising chats in 2014 and will also explore
possibilities for engaging different target groups, such as Business Friends, in the chats;
• communicating more intensively on our emergency response projects for Syrian children in 		
Lebanon by introducing War Child staff members Samir Chalhoub and Minou Hexspoor as online
spokespeople on Twitter and Facebook. The shared many updates on our programmes in Lebanon
for Syrian refugee children, resulting into great reach, interaction and even press visits in Lebanon.
We also organised two live Facebook chats with our staff in Lebanon;
• sharing updates about children in our programmes through a pilot initiative using social media. 		
The public was able to follow Yasmin and Kareem, Syrian refugees in Lebanon, as we shared 		
updates about their lives through their eyes in Dutch and English. Later, a third child, Maryam, was
also introduced online;
• encouraging more War Child staff to start sharing War Child’s work on social media by distributing
example posts during campaigns or important activities. We will further stimulate the participation
of War Child staff in social media in 2014;
• facilitating visits from ambassadors Marco Borsato and Jetske van den Elsen to our field 		
programmes. During their travels they shared their experiences through social media posts (Marco
in DR Congo) and through blogs ( Jetske in Lebanon);
• investing in live Twitter reporters during events. In this way, the general public could follow what
was going on even if they did not attend, giving us the opportunity to reach even more people 		
with information about our activities and work. For example Twitter reporters were active during
the Dutch Postcode Lottery awards gala,(‘Goed Geld Gala’), Friends meet Friends events for 		
individual donors, events attended or organised by War Child at the EU or UN, and the Kampala
conference on the reintegration of children affected by conflict;
• providing excellent web care. Our web care was extremely active and responsive throughout the
year, especially during ‘538 voor War Child’ action week. We even got compliments via Twitter for it!
• piloting to-the-minute reporting on an innovation project in Uganda, WoMap, through Pif-World,
an open source community. War Child staff member in Uganda Ernst Suur also started 			
blogging on www.viva.nl about the situation of young women in Uganda who can benefit from this
project. We hope the project can start in June 2014, when the amount needed for implementation
has been generated through crowd funding;
• increasing our communication on lessons learnt by giving them a more central place in the annual
report and on our annual report website. Communication on the results published in the Annual
Report 2012 was also successfully extended through the use of Facebook and Twitter. We reached
100,491 people through twenty posts on Facebook, resulting in 553 likes, shares and/or comments,
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and 187 new likes on our Facebook page. We also posted thirty-six tweets in Dutch, and thirtyfour tweets in English, resulting in 144 retweets and 155 new followers on Twitter. One in ten of
our Twitter followers visited the www.annualreportwarchild.org website through Twitter. We also
organised a live chat with War Child staff on Facebook about our 2012 results.
Meeting our constituency in person
Complementary to our online approach, War Child invited partners from the SME segment, Business
Ambassadors, and individual private donors to small scale personal events, such as ‘Friends meet
Friends’ meetings in The Hague, Groningen and Soesterberg, which included presentations and
activities from our work, in addition to business friends meetings and Business Ambassadors events.
These events allow our constituencies to get to know us better and learn about our work in more
detail and become more engaged.
Input from our constituency
Questions, remarks or complaints about our work
or communication, whether by phone, mail, and
social media or in person, all receive a personal
reply, including why and how feedback may or
may not be used. We approach feedback with an
open mind; good ideas are welcomed and put in
practice where possible.
Goodwill ambassadors
Marco Borsato has been War Child’s goodwill
ambassador for fifteen years. In 2013, he visited
our projects in the DR Congo, and upon returning, participated in several renowned Dutch radio and
TV programmes to generate attention for the situation of children in DR Congo. He also co-wrote an
opinion article in the Dutch newspaper De Volkskrant.
Marco attended the VIP premiere of the War
Child school musical ‘Voor kids gaat de zon
op’, showing his support for the children
participating and the War Child cause in the
Netherlands. In 2013, he continued to support
War Child’s mission with his great energy
and input, and by leveraging his extensive
network.
Kids ambassador Jetske van den Elsen
visited War Child’s Child Friendly Spaces
for Syrian refugee children in Lebanon in
2013. Three short films made during her visit were broadcast in three different episodes of the
‘Zapplive’ programme, during which she also talked with Dutch children about the situation of Syrian
children in Lebanon. The broadcasts resulted in huge visibility for our work in response to the Syrian
conflict, and increased the interest of Dutch primary school age children in our work. Children in the
Netherlands are an important part of War Child’s constituency, as they form the peer group to the
children we work with in conflict-affected areas.
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Since 2007, War Child kids ambassador Jip Maathuis (born 1997) has sold chocolate letters for
Sinterklaas (December 5) to raise money for War Child. Through his foundation ‘Jips Goede Doelen’ he
sold 36,955 chocolate letters in 2013, raising € 36,955 for War Child. For his outstanding efforts, Jip
won the 2013 European Young Ambassador award from Lions International at the Europe Forum in
Istanbul. Last year, Jip visited a number of War Child’s projects in Uganda where he met with Ugandan
youth. Jip was inspired by the young people he met, who were also trying to start a business, just as
he had done.
Winner of The Voice Kids 2013, Laura van Kaam (1998) became a War Child kids ambassador in
2013. She first became interested in War Child as a primary school student, prompting her to give a
presentation about War Child to her class. In 2013, she was War Child’s VIP at several of our school
musical VIP-premieres. In her role as War Child kids ambassador, Laura performed at gala for the
centenary of the Peace Palace in September and at the opening of the National School Breakfast in
November, 2013.

LESSONS LEARNT

Social media are essential in sharing War Child’s story and our work. Sharing up to date content,
live reporting, responding to our constituents, and creating the possibility for people to engage and
interact with War Child through social media have proven to be effective in 2013. Our pro-active
approach to social media resulted in an increase in online Facebook friends and Twitter followers,
and a growth in constituenc y engagement (shares, retweets, likes, comments). Ambassadors and
online spokespeople can also play an important role in increasing our constituenc y’s engagement
through our online activities. In 2014, we will look to involve them even more in the online #warchild
movement.

8.6 INTERNATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS
One of War Child’s strategic objectives is to raise awareness on the situation of children in conflictaffected areas. Not only in the Netherlands, but worldwide. To this end, War Child’s communication
with our international stakeholders aims to inform them about the War Child approach and engage
them in our work. An important aspect of communicating effectively to our international stakeholders
is ensuring that our in-country staff has the right tools to communicate with their constituency, in
line with War Child’s corporate messaging. In 2013, we worked to develop a communication toolkit,
including templates for brochures, reports and posters, plus a corporate power point presentation and
factsheet, to support both head office and in-country communication. Country offices can also turn
to a dedicated staff member at head office for communications support, our to our online brand guru,
Brandon, for advice on style, photos or other subjects related to our brand book.
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Stakeholders

Involvement

Children, young people
and adults in programme
countries

Participatory needs
assessments, child
rights analysis

Partner organisations

Institutional donors and
foundations

United Nations
1. UNICEF
2. Office of the Special
Representative of the
Secretary for Children
3. Human Rights Council     

Influence
on War
Child
policy
High

Communication means

Satisfaction

Very diverse: radio, TV,
theatre, ICT, newsletters, direct contact

Evaluations mostly are
positive.

Evaluations are
generally very positive

Direct contact

Medium

Corporate brochure, corporate film, annual report, corporate website

Submission of
proposal, direct
contact and
networking

Medium

Proposals and reports,
evaluations and impact
studies, direct contact

Positive, demonstrated
by new funding
agreements

Medium

Reports, direct contact,
side events to high-level
UN events at the Human
Rights Council

Not measured

Low

Direct contact, corporate
brochure, annual report

Not measured

Medium

Direct contact

Not measured

Low

Direct contact

Not measured

Medium

Online platform for
voluntary spokes people

Very positive and
enthusiastic in direct
feedback

High

Direct contact, meetings
(2 x per year)

Not measured

Direct contact,
networks
1. Preparation of
OPAC alternative
report for SL, NL
2. direct contact
3. submission of
NGO coalition report
on child rights

National governments
International networks,
platforms, knowledge institutions
Other non-governmental
organisations (NGOs)
Volunteers

War Child management

TAM TAM (weekly
internal update)
War Child staff

Shura, the
employees council

High

Yammer (online platform
for informal information
sharing)
Brochures, posters,
newsletters
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Not measured

8.7 ADVOCACY: CHILD PARTICIPATION AND INTERNATIONAL
ENGAGEMENT
War Child delivers direct services to children in conflict affected areas. Through our projects, we
aim to support children to improve their self-confidence and regain a sense of future. However, these
services alone cannot solve the root causes of conflict. War Child believes children can and should be
involved in finding solutions for the issues that affect them, which is why we also support children
to advocate for their rights through safe, meaningful and participatory processes, particularly at the
local level. We also work to bring children’s voices and priorities to the international arena, where
we engage with groups, networks, and platforms on the national (Netherlands), European, and global
levels to further the rights of children affected by conflict. Advocating with and on behalf of children
affected by armed conflict is key to our mission and work. In 2013, we worked towards four key
advocacy goals:
• Goal 1. Children are involved as agents of change in at least three countries
Identifying issues of greatest concern to them, children led the development of advocacy strategies
in our South Sudan, DR Congo and Sri Lanka country programmes in 2013. The Partnership for Peace
project (funded by the EU) provided additional opportunities to further support children to advocate
for change in South Sudan and DR Congo. The Kampala conference recommendations on reintegrating
children affected by conflict into their communities, developed as part of the Kampala conference
organised by War Child and the Centre for Children in Vulnerably Situations, were developed using the
input of over three hundred children from Uganda and Colombia.
• Goal 2. Expert-level participation in three UN activities
In 2013, War Child actively participated in several international networks. We took a lead in the Child
Rights Connect Working Group on Violence Against Children by establishing a focus group on Children
Affected by Armed Conflict (CAAC). In the Paris Principles Steering Group, (PPSG) we provided input
for a handbook on the reintegration and rehabilitation of CAAC, stemming from the recommendations
generated at the Kampala conference. The recommendations from the Kampala were also endorsed
by the Office of the Special Representative to the Secretary General (O/SRSG) on Children and Armed
Conflict, the highest-level UN body working to ensure the rights and well-being of children affected by
armed conflict. Finally, we submitted an application to ECOSOC, which—when approved—will gain War
Child official UN recognition, allowing us to submit statements to the Human Rights Council and other
high-level UN bodies.
• Goal 3. Expert-level participation in one activity in Europe and one in the Netherlands
War Child’s participation in these two activities aimed to contribute to existing standards on the
prevention of the recruitment of children by armed groups, psychosocial support programming for
children affected by armed conflict and the reintegration of children affected by armed conflict. At
the conference on Children and War in Salzburg, we presented evidence on our work on reintegration,
psychosocial support and the arbitrary detention of children. We also developed a report on the
psychosocial impact of the Syrian conflict on children and the need to provide psychosocial support in
emergency settings.
• Goal 4. Combining War Child Holland and War Child UK’s advocacy strength in a joint event
Although approached, War Child UK chose not participate in the Kampala conference, neither did
the two organisations’ intentions to embark on a joint advocacy and fundraising campaign succeed.
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Conversely, War Child UK organised a high level policy forum on sexual exploitation in London in
which War Child Holland was not involved. The organisations did succeed in gaining membership
to the New York-based network, Watchlist, which lobbies the UN Security Council and other key
international stakeholders, and works with the O/SRSG on Children and Armed Conflict.

LESSONS LEARNT

Strong commitment and increased effort is required to mainstream advocacy into our work at all
levels. In particular, the level of children and young people’s meaningful participation in various
advocacy activities varies greatly. Sometimes meaningful child participation, often facilitated through
the use of creative activities such as drama and video, drops off the agenda. Influencing policy and
practice, beliefs and behaviours, at the local and international level takes time. In addition to longterm commitment, War Child needs to provide sufficient support to ensure that results are not
compromise d. We could better tailor our role in several important networks to focus on promoting
and demonstrating the meaningful participation of children in advocacy, including the use of effective
and proven methods. The development of the Kampala Recommendations with input from children and
young people in Uganda may serve as a positive example.

Upcoming campaign on the impact of conflict on access to quality education
The campaign, based on War Child’s work in the field, will be spearheaded by the Advocacy,
Campaigning and Communications Department, and was approved by the management team to begin
in 2014. A project plan was developed outlining activity development and implementation toward
the achievement of the campaign’s objectives. Implementation is planned to begin in late 2014 with
the first milestones achieved close to the end of the year or in early 2015. The active engagement
of War Child’s constituency in the campaign will be a key indicator of the campaign’s success in the
Netherlands. Ultimately, the campaign will work toward facilitating tangible change in the lives of
children in the areas in which we work.
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CHAPTER 9: FINANCE
9.1 ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT
War Child operates and reports in accordance with standard guidelines and rules specified by
recognised authorities, covering accounting standards, fundraising and governance. Standards issued
by the Dutch Accounting Standards Board (RJ650), the Central Bureau for Fundraising (CBF), the
Dutch Fundraising Institutions Association (VFI) and Code Wijffels, are of particular importance. War
Child operates in accordance with these rules and strives to be a role model in how a reliable NGO
should function in today’s society. In 2014, War Child will prepare to comply to open data standards
as set by IATI, in order to improve public accountability and transparency.
Accountant
War Child’s internal organisation and controls as well as its annual accounts are audited by PwC
Accountants. The annual accounts relating to War Child’s operations in programme countries are
audited by an external auditor when required by local law or when required by the global auditor
based on an assessment of materiality and risks.
PwC Accountants has been War Child’s accountant for the past thirteen years. The PwC partner
and audit teams working on the War Child audit were changed in 2013. PwC performs no other nonauditing tasks for War Child.
Audit reports are discussed by the audit committee of the Supervisory Board, attended by the auditor,
the Manager Finance and Control and the Managing Director. No qualified audit opinions were given
on any of the global audits performed on War Child’s annual accounts in 2013. The global auditor’s
unqualified opinion is attached to the War Child annual accounts 2013, which form an integral part of
War Child’s annual report 2013.
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9.2 STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
War Child’s total income in 2013 was € 24.4 million. This is € 3.9 million higher than our budget for
2013 and € 1.7 million higher than our total income in 2012.
Private fundraising
War Child’s income from private fundraising activities totalled € 11.7 million in 2013, which is € 0.7
million lower than the previous year and € 0.9 million below budget. The fall in income from private
fundraising is primarily due to a 5 percent drop in structural individual donors. At the end of 2013,
War Child’s constituency of individual donors included slightly more than 100,000 Friends. Income
from legacies decreased by € 0.5 million in 2013. This drop in income is offset partially by a € 0.2
million increase in income from foundations (mainly from Adessium and Liberty Foundation) and an
increase in income from schools. The target group Kids & Schools received specific attention in 2013,
resulting in income growth and successful national events, for which War Child was the designated
charity.
Third parties
Income from third parties increased by € 1.4 million to € 3.6 million in 2013, which is € 1.9 million
above the original budget. This can be explained by the additional € 1.8 million awarded by the Dutch
Postcode Lottery in addition to their structural contribution of € 1.4 million already budgeted. The
additional grant is earmarked for a project implemented in the occupied Palestinian territory, whereas
the structural contribution is unrestricted.
Governments
The increase in income from governments of € 0.9 million (compared to 2012) to reach € 9.0 million (€
2.8 million over budget) is mainly attributable to income from United Nations organisations (such as
UNICEF and UNHCR) for War Child’s programme in Lebanon for Syrian refugee children. Furthermore,
in 2013, War Child spent € 0.9 million less of its MFS II grant from the Dutch government than in
2012. Of the total five-year grant of € 21 million, a budget of almost € 8 million remains available for
2014 and 2015. As agreed in the monitoring protocol, a separate report on the MFS II programme is
prepared for the Dutch government.
Expenditures
Expenditures on War Child’s objective (project activities, communication and awareness raising,
preparation and coordination) totalled € 20.4 million in 2013, which is € 1.9 million above budget and
€ 3.7 million more than in 2012. This can mainly be attributed to our activities in Lebanon for Syrian
refugees. The notes to the statement of income and expenditures contain a more detailed analysis of
expenditures on the objective.
Fundraising
Costs of generating funds rose by € 0.5 million in comparison to 2012, and exceeded the budget by €
0.1 million. Within this category, costs related to War Child’s own fundraising activities increased by
€ 0.4 million, although income generated by these activities fell by € 0.7 million. This development
can be partly explained by the economic crisis, which made it more difficult to raise funds from
individuals and businesses.
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Management and administration
Expenditures on management and administration decreased by € 0.1 million and were on target. War
Child acknowledges that a charity cannot ensure and manage efficient and effective implementation
of its projects without adequate budget allocated to management and administration. Nevertheless,
War Child will continue to critically assess this expenditure as part of its low-cost policy.
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
in euro

INCOME
Income own fundraising
Gifts and donations
Legacies
Gifts in kind
Income own fundraising

Actual
2013

11,321,712
156,837
194,389

Budget
2013

11,672,938

12,181,625
404,718
0

Actual
2012

12,586,343

11,601,061
608,745
157,561

12,367,366

Share in actions of third parties

3,600,521

1,687,261

2,151,837

Government grants

9,048,302

6,221,496

8,114,262

Interest income

56,545

0

42,114

Other income

20,317

0

6,692

Sum of income

24,398,622

20,495,100

22,682,271

EXPENDITURES
Expenditure on the objective
Project activities
Preparation & coordination
Communication & awareness raising
Expenditure on the objective

17,600,773
980,286
1,818,590

Expenditures on fundraising
Costs of own fundraising
Costs of obtaining third party grants
Costs of obtaining government grants
Expenditures on fundraising

2,177,542
126,766
293,500

Management & administration
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20,399,650

2,597,808

13,924,658
917,273
1,810,463

2,207,531
0
287,526

16,652,393

2,495,057

15,540,255
958,782
2,006,430

1,799,765
0
304,885

18,505,467

2,104,650

1,375,652

1,347,651

1,504,181

Sum of expenses

24,373,109

20,495,101

22,114,298

Surplus / (Deficit)

25,513

(1)

567,974

Reserves and funds
The € 0.03 million surplus of income over expenditures can be attributed to the continuity reserve. At
the same time, the continuity reserve was reduced by € 0.8 million in 2013, which was added to the
earmarked funds for the Dutch Postcode Lottery grant not yet spent in 2013. In accordance with the
Accounting Guideline RJ650, earmarked funds have a designated purpose determined by a donor.
APPROPRIATION OF THE SURPLUS
in euro

2013

Surplus / (Deficit)

2012

25,513

Addition to (withdrawal from):
Continuity reserve
Earmarked reserve
Earmarked funds
Total change in reserves and funds

(640,828)
(121,189)
787,530

567,974
446,785
121,189
-

25,513

567,974

The notes to the balance sheet provide further information about the composition of reserves and funds.

The earmarked reserve of € 0.1 million dating from 2012 was spent and released in 2013 and was
added to the continuity reserve. In accordance with RJ650, earmarked reserves have a designated
purpose determined by the board.
The appropriation of the surplus resulted in a continuity reserve of € 5.0 million at the end of 2013.
The continuity reserve ensures that War Child is able to survive adverse financial incidents. Please
refer to chapter Risk Management for more information about the purpose and determination War
Child’s continuity reserve.

9.3 BALANCE SHEET
BALANCE SHEET

in euro, after proposed appropriation of surplus funds
31 dec 2013

31 dec 2012

ASSETS
Tangible assets

249,754

36,190

Receivables

1,934,439

2,179,910

Cash and cash equivalents

8,717,485

5,680,262

10,901,679

7,896,362

LIABILITIES
Reserves and funds
Continuity reserve
Earmarked reserve
Earmarked funds

4,982,461
787,530

5,769,991

Provisions

443,477

Long-term liabilities

198,000

Short-term liabilities
Accounts payable
Taxes and social security payments
Grants received in advance
Other liabilities

430,583
170,625
3,497,128
391,876

4,490,212
10,901,679

5,623,289
121,189
-

5,744,478
180,058
0

770,620
188,824
662,901
349,480

1,971,826
7,896,362
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9.4 RATIOS
According to Central Bureau of Fundraising (CBF) standards, charities can spend a maximum of 25
percent of their income on fundraising. In view of its low-cost policy, War Child aims to keep the
percentage of its income spent on fundraising below 15 percent. As a result of increased internal
allocation costs, the economic crisis, increased churn of the constituency and increased cost per
newly acquired Friend, War Child was not been able to stay below its internal target level in 2013,
although the actual level (18.7 percent) was still well below the CBF target. War Child’s Fundraising
Department took measures to decrease the ratio of fundraising costs in 2014. The cost of fundraising
activities as a percentage of total income was 10.6 percent. In line with its low-cost policy, War Child
works to keep the percentage of its income spent on management and administration activities below
7 percent. Indirect costs are allocated to activities in accordance with the time War Child staff spends
on the activities.
RATIOS
Realisation
2013

Budget
2013

Realisation
2012

Realisation
2011

% Costs of own fundraising / income own fundraising

18.7%

17.5%

14.6%

18.2%

% Costs obtaining 3rd party & government grants / income 3rd parties and govmt
% Costs of fundraising / Total income
% Costs management & administration / Total Expenses
% Total expenditure on behalf of the objective / Total income
% Total expenditure on behalf of the objective / Total expenses

2.3%
10.6%
5.6%
83.6%
83.7%

3.6%
12.2%
6.6%
81.3%
81.3%

3.0%
9.3%
6.8%
81.6%
83.7%

3.0%
12.2%
6.2%
84.2%
82.0%

48%
53%
2.37

61%
nvt
nvt

55%
73%
3.99

61%
68%
3.11

% own fundraising income / total income
Solvability: reserves and funds / total liabilities
Liquidity: current ratio (short-term assets / short-term liabilities)
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CHAPTER 10: THE FUTURE
No child should be part of war. Ever. Nevertheless millions of children worldwide grow up with
the consequences of armed conflict. To be effective in the face of massive need and increase our
relevance, War Child will further sharpen its focus. We want to maximise our impact on the lives of
children and young people affected by war. We want to increase our relevance as an international
expert on psychosocial support to children affected by armed conflict, giving them a sense of future
through access to education and a sense of security through increased protection.
Over the past few years, War Child’s Strategy 2015 has successfully guided planning throughout the
organisation. In 2013 we revised the strategy in order to sharpen our focus and bring our work, both
in the field and at head office, closer to our core values. In 2014 we will increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of our work by mainstreaming a common focus throughout the organisation. All of our
projects will be assessed on their alignment with our core mandate: providing psychosocial support to
children in conflict affected areas.
While sharpening our focus, we will also increase the transparency of our work. Implementing
the IATA standards and openly sharing our data online will allow our stakeholders to gain a better
understanding of our work on an up-to-date, day-to-day basis.
In 2014, War Child will also work to stimulate team play in the organisation by engaging cross
departmental expert groups in the development and implementation of different projects. This
approach will not only build a sense of team, but will make better use of the available knowledge and
skills in the organisation.

10.1 PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
In 2014 War Child will intensify its project activities in the most conflict affected areas of the
countries in which we work, focusing on children and communities directly affected by conflict
violence. While we will scale-up the intensity and quality of our projects, we will scale down our
overall reach. We will phase out our operations in Thailand along the Myanmar border for budgetary
reasons, we will scale down our programme in Sudan due to accessibility constraints and, in
Afghanistan we will merge our programme with that of War Child UK.
By expanding and improving our projects in Lebanon, South Sudan and in DR Congo, we hope
to increase our impact and efficiency. At the same time, we will increase regional exchange and
cooperation between country programmes, especially between the smaller country teams and
between head office and country offices. This exchange will improve the overall quality of our
programming, projects, and financial management and enhance the replication of best practices and
context specific practices.
For crises involving several countries (such as the Syrian crisis) we will work to develop regional
approaches, including coordination with the other War Child affiliates. Although development of new
innovative projects and activities using ICT and Media will remain high on the agenda, we will also
look to replicate and standardise our core intervention models.
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In 2014 we will continue to improve our programming and our attention to reaching and objectively
measuring the outcomes we achieve with and for children. All countries will engage in outcome
monitoring, report their successes and failures, and conduct external evaluations, and we will work to
incorporate learning into our programming on a more structural basis.

10.2 UPCOMING COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS
Afghanistan
In Afghanistan, War Child Holland and War Child UK will integrate their programming, increasing
effectiveness and operational efficiency. The programme will focus on the Kabul and Herat regions.
Burundi
In Burundi, War Child’s partnership with IRC to implement a joint project promoting the well-being
and improve the protection of children in conflict affected communities (funded by the EC) will
complement the Conn@ct.Now programme and strengthen our community-based approach in four
provinces. Fundraising will be intensified to diversify funding sources.
Colombia
In Colombia, War Child will work on expanding into the country’s most conflict-affected departments
such as Putumayo, Cauca and Chocó, and expand the use of War Child’s DEALS methodology in most
projects. A reduction of staff in the Bogota office will allow us to employee new staff in these regions.
DR Congo
In DR Congo, War Child will work to further expand its operations in Kalehe and start-up a new
project in the Fizi area. We will look for additional partnerships in-country and also strengthen links
and cooperation with the Burundi programme, facilitated by War Child’s new Strategic Partnership
for Protracted Crises with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands. The partnership will
provide War Child with the opportunity to strengthen its community-based interventions and increase
linkages with other actors in the region.
Occupied Palestinian territory
In the occupied Palestinian territory, War Child will continue its support to local organisations
working with children in the areas most affected by the occupation and conflict. We will also continue
implementing our joint project with Right To Play, funded by the Dutch Postcode Lottery.
Lebanon/Syria
War Child will continue to implement projects south of Beirut, in northern Lebanon, and in Palestinian
refugee camps for Syrian refugees in response to the Syria crisis with funds from donors such as
UNHCR and UNICEF. At the same time, we are exploring the possibilities to support children in Syria
through local organisations. War Child will also work closely with War Child UK in the provision of
support to Syrian children in Iraq and Jordan. In the Lebanon/Syria programme we will reach more
than 100,000 children directly.
South Sudan
The conflict in South Sudan has forced us to review our plans for 2014 in areas particularly affected
by recent conflict violence, such as Jonglei state. In 2014, War Child will start up a number of new
projects and continue implementing on-going projects in partnership with other international actors,
including War Child Canada, provided that the security situation allows.
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Sri Lanka
In Sri Lanka, War Child will continue implementing its programme concentrated in the northern and
eastern parts of the country. Additional funding from the European Commission will allow us to
upscale our interventions.
Sudan
In 2014, War Child will continue developing the e-Learning project in partnership with Ahfad
University and UNICEF in Sudan. Our support to local partner organisations will be phased out, mainly
due to accessibility constraints.
Thailand
Budget constraints have led to the decision to phase out our operations in Thailand along the border
with Myanmar. In 2014, we will focus on handing over our activities to other organisations where
possible, and closing down the offices.
Uganda
Although the implementation of our strategy for phasing out our operations in Uganda by 2016 has
started, in 2014, we will continue implementing a number of projects focusing on conflict affected
communities in the north. Our activities will include the continued implementation of two new DEALs
modules (Risks of Alcohol Abuse, and Sexual and Reproductive Health), and the successful Building
Skills; Changing Futures project, which combines life skills, vocational skills, business skills and
apprenticeships.

10.3 OTHER ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
Field Operations and Quality, Accountability and Learning
With the separation of the Programme Department into two departments, Field Operations and
Quality Accountability and Learning at the end of 2013, there will be increased focus on improving
the quality of programming, adhering to international standards, including the IATA standards for
open data, and developing evidence-based interventions, in 2014 and beyond.
Fundraising and communications
An increased focus on integrated fundraising campaigns and the drive to implement innovative
fundraising projects has emphasised the need to work through a project-based approach, requiring
good project management. The increase in events organised by individuals and organisations who are
part of War Child’s constituency has increased our focus on communicating with and supporting our
existing networks and communities.
Advocacy and communication
The Advocacy, Campaigning and Communications Department, established in late 2012, will focus on
building an integrated multi-year campaign on the impact of conflict on the safety and accessibility of
schools. This campaign will strengthen the advocacy profile of the organisation, work to increase our
stakeholders’ understanding of our work, and open fundraising possibilities. The campaign will also
create opportunities for our constituency in the Netherlands to engage actively in our work.
War Child International
Cooperation within War Child International will be furthered in 2014 through joint programming,
fundraising and advocacy. All three organisations will continue to search for opportunities to
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collaborate in their field operations, increasing efficiency and decreasing costs. We will also invest
in joint fundraising on a global scale, which has the potential to open new opportunities for all three
organisations.
Plan 2014
War Child’s annual budget for 2014 forecasts a substantial growth in overall income to approximately
€ 31.5 million, which will be largely realised through institutional fundraising. At the same time, our
income from individual and corporate donors is forecasted to decrease. Our expenses will increase to
approximately € 31.9 million, related to our activities in Syria and to Syrian refugees in Lebanon.
The total budget for 2014 can be found in the annual account 2013
War Child’s income forecast for 2014 ambitiously includes income from new individual donors as well
as from new grants for which proposals were not yet submitted in 2013. Although ambitious, the
plan is also realistic, and we are confident that we will be able to achieve it, based on the quality of
our work and the trust we have built with the donor community over the past few years. Some of the
proposals that were submitted at the end of 2013 have already been awarded in the first quarter of
2014 and we have also already received unexpected grants, such as the grant we received from the
extra draw of the Dutch Postcode Lottery in February 2014. Our budget will be adjusted quarterly
over the course of 2014, based on developments during the year.
Our private fundraising activities in 2014 are planned to expend 16.3 percent of our income, while
costs for management and administration are budgeted at 4.3 percent. Both percentages are less than
in 2013, mainly due to our forecasted increase in scale.
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